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‣ pp → H / A (→ ττ) + γ      (in the MSSM)

Gabrielli,  Maltoni,  B.M.,  M.Moretti, 
Piccinini,  Pittau, NPB 781 (2007) 64

focus on two processes :

‣ pp → H (→ bb) 2j + γ      (in the SM)

Gabrielli,  B.M.,  Rathsman, 
PRD 77 (2008)  015007

a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by
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Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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Figure 1: Tree-level t-channel Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production in the process

pp ! H ! jj. Here, q and q! stand for di!erent light quarks (u, d, s, c), while q = q! when a

Z boson is exchanged.
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M. Spira Fortsch. Phys. 46 (1998)
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• !! mode wins at low mass: need < 10 fb-1

• VBF "" mode not far behind
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Figure 1: Total NLO cross-section times branching ratio for the process as a function of the

Higgs boson mass. The dots indicate the mass points at which the calculation has been preformed.
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Figure 2: (Left) efficiency versus for different cuts applied to the event samples: generator

acceptance cuts and (red, circles), four muon reconstruction (blue, squares),

and cuts (pink, triangles), cut (black, inverse-triangles), on-shell Z

boson mass cut (red, open circles), cuts (blue, open squares), and muon isolation cuts (pink, open triangles).

(Right) Efficiency, for the same cuts, for the background processes , , and ZZ.

9

GOLDEN  CHANNEL !

σ × BR (H→ 4 μ) <  6 fb

but interesting  σ’s are of the order of few  fb’s 
   ( after  BR’s + cuts for enhancing signal/bckg ) 

 focus  on 
mH ~ 120  GeV
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  Hbb  coupling  dominant  in light-H decay !

but QCD bb continuum tends to swamp 
any EW  bb resonance  
at hadron colliders !

[BR(H➞bb) ~ 70%  at  mH ~ 120 GeV]

Can one constrain the  Hbb coupling at all ?
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Constraining   Hbb  coupling  for light H

6

CERN-OPEN-2008-020

CMS PTDR, CERN LHCC-2006-021 

most studied channel : 

pp → ttH → ttbb
after including detector simulation, 
initial “optimistic” expectations vanished !

Also, an expected 
k~1.8 factor on 
bckgd at NLO***   

makes everything 
even worse !

(***Bredenstein, Denner, Dittmaier, Pozzorini, 
arXiv:0905.0110)   
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pp  H (bb) + 2j   (VBF  fusion)

  light Jets with large invariant mass
  widely separated in rapidity (forward/backward)
  Higgs decay products lying at intermediate rapidity

      
 potential difficult to assess   (4-jet final state...???)

7

Mangano, Moretti, Piccinini, 
Pittau, Polosa (2003)

W , Z

H

q

q

q’

q’

W , Z

Figure 2: Feynman diagram at parton level for the Higgs boson production via VBF in the

process pp ! H jj. Here, q and q! stand for light quarks (u, d, s, c), while q = q ! when a Z

boson is exchanged.

increases, when more realistic kinematical cuts are applied (see Section 4).

Since the LHC detector capabilities are not completely settled yet, in what fol-

lows we will assume two di!erent setups for the high pT photon threshold: either

p!
T ! 20 GeV or p!

T ! 30 GeV, the latter being more conservative in the case the

electromagnetic trigger requires a larger photon transverse momentum.

It is useful to recall here the main kinematical properties of a typical VBF event,

that is pp " H jj, and the corresponding backgrounds, assuming the H " bb̄ decay,

for mH <# 140 GeV. We will see in the next section that the request of a further large

pT photon tends to enhance the characteristic kinematical features of a typical VBF

event. In Figure 2, the basic partonic process for a VBF event, namely qq " qqH , is

shown, where the two final quarks hadronize in two jets. The VBF typical signature

consists of two jets with large invariant mass, widely separated in rapidity, and with a

typical transverse momentum of pT # 40 GeV, the Higgs boson decay products lying

at intermediate rapidities. In particular, while one of the two jets is produced quite

along the beams, with a pseudorapidity (!) distribution peaked around ! # 3$4, the

other one is mainly backward, although still in the central detector, with |!| <# 2.5.

For the Higgs boson decaying to a bb̄ pair, the main background to the basic

VBF process comes from the QCD production of the final state bb̄jj, whenever the

bb̄jj kinematical characteristics approach the typical VBF configuration. Here, j

stands for a jet originating from either a light quark (u, d, s, c) or a gluon. Seven

representative classes for the bb̄jj background Feynman diagrams at parton level are

given in Figure 3 (a$g), where all external partons, but the bb̄ final pair, can be either

quarks or gluons.

Although the inclusive cross section for the pp " H(" bb̄) jj signal is quite large,

6

H

b b

µ

jet

jet

Alternatives :
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new strategy for pp → H (→ bb) W,Z (→ℓℓ’)

Butterworth, Davison, Rubin and Salam, 2008

❄  increase (tiny)  S/B  for  pp → HW(Z)  → bbℓℓ’  
by looking to events with very high-pT  H and W(Z)   (pT>200,300 GeV) 
→  S/B improves  ( but σ drops ...) !

challenge : high-pT  H→bb  quite collimated → may give a single jet  
→ using a (QCD-motivated) subjet analysis could help !

as possible from the underlying event (UE), in order to
maximize resolution on the jet mass. One should also
correlate the momentum structure with the directions of
the two b-quarks, and provide a way of placing effective
cuts on the z fractions, both of these aspects serving to
eliminate backgrounds.

To flexibly resolve different angular scales, we use the
inclusive, longitudinally invariant Cambridge or Aachen
(CA) algorithm [7,8]: one calculates the angular distance
!R2

ij ! "yi # yj$2 % "!i #!j$2 between all pairs of ob-
jects (particles) i and j, recombines the closest pair, up-
dates the set of distances, and repeats the procedure until
all objects are separated by a !Rij > R, where R is a
parameter of the algorithm. It provides a hierarchical
structure for the clustering, like the K? algorithm [9,10],
but in angles rather than in relative transverse momenta
(both are implemented in FastJet 2.3 [11]).

Given a hard jet j, obtained with some radius R, we then
use the following new iterative decomposition procedure to
search for a generic boosted heavy-particle decay. It in-
volves two dimensionless parameters, " and ycut: (1) Break
the jet j into two subjets by undoing its last stage of
clustering. Label the two subjets j1, j2 such that mj1 >
mj2 . (2) If there was a significant mass drop (MD), mj1 <

"mj, and the splitting is not too asymmetric, y !
min"p2

tj1
;p2

tj2
$

m2
j

!R2
j1;j2 > ycut, then deem j to be the heavy-

particle neighborhood and exit the loop. Note that y ’
min"ptj1 ; ptj2$=max"ptj1 ; ptj2$. (Note also that this ycut is
related to, but not the same as, that used to calculate the
splitting scale in [5,6], which takes the jet pT as the
reference scale rather than the jet mass.) (3) Otherwise,
redefine j to be equal to j1 and go back to step 1. The final
jet j is to be considered as the candidate Higgs boson if
both j1 and j2 have b tags. One can then identify Rb "b with
!Rj1j2 . The effective size of jet j will thus be just sufficient
to contain the QCD radiation from the Higgs decay, which,
because of angular ordering [12–14], will almost entirely
be emitted in the two angular cones of size Rb "b around the
b-quarks.

The two parameters " and ycut may be chosen indepen-
dently of the Higgs mass and pT . Taking " * 1=

!!!
3

p
en-

sures that if, in its rest frame, the Higgs decays to a
Mercedes b "bg configuration, then it will still trigger the
mass drop condition (we actually take " ! 0:67). The cut
on y ’ min"zj1 ; zj2$=max"zj1 ; zj2$ eliminates the asymmet-
ric configurations that most commonly generate significant
jet masses in non-b or single-b-jets, due to the soft gluon
divergence. It can be shown that the maximum S=

!!!!
B

p
for a

Higgs boson compared to mistagged light jets is to be
obtained with ycut ’ 0:15. Since we have mixed tagged
and mistagged backgrounds, we use a slightly smaller
value, ycut ! 0:09.

In practice, the above procedure is not yet optimal for
LHC at the transverse momenta of interest, pT &

200–300 GeV, because from Eq. (1), Rb "b * 2mH=pT is
still quite large and the resulting Higgs mass peak is
subject to significant degradation from the underlying
event (UE), which scales as R4

b "b [15]. A second novel
element of our analysis is to filter the Higgs neighborhood.
This involves resolving it on a finer angular scale, Rfilt <
Rb "b, and taking the three hardest objects (subjets) that
appear—thus, one captures the dominant O"#s$ radiation
from the Higgs decay, while eliminating much of the UE
contamination. We find Rfilt ! min"0:3; Rb "b=2$ to be rather
effective. We also require the two hardest of the subjets to
have the b tags.

The overall procedure is sketched in Fig. 1. We illustrate
its effectiveness by showing in Table I, (a) the cross section
for identified Higgs decays in HZ production, with mH !
115 GeV and a reconstructed mass required to be in a
moderately narrow (but experimentally realistic) mass
window, and (b) the cross section for background Zb "b
events in the same mass window. Our results (CA MD-F)
are compared to those for the K? algorithm with the same
ycut and the SISCONE [16] algorithm based just on the jet
mass. The K? algorithm does well on background rejec-
tion, but suffers in mass resolution, leading to a low signal;
SISCONE takes in less UE so gives good resolution on the
signal; however, because it ignores the underlying sub-
structure, fares poorly on background rejection. CA MD-
F performs well both on mass resolution and background
rejection.

The above results were obtained with HERWIG 6.510
[17,18] with JIMMY 4.31 [19] for the underlying event,
which has been used throughout the subsequent analysis.
The signal reconstruction was also cross checked using
PYTHIA 6.403 [20]. In both cases, the underlying event
model was chosen in line with the tunes currently used
by ATLAS and CMS (see for example [21]). [The non-
default parameter setting are: PRSOF ! 0, JMRAD"73$ !
1:8, PTJIM ! 4:9 GeV, JMUEO ! 1, with CTEQ6L [22]
PDFs.] The leading-logarithmic parton shower approxima-
tion used in these programs have been shown to model jet
substructure well in a wide variety of processes [23–28].
For this analysis, signal samples of WH;ZH were gener-
ated, as well as WW, ZW, ZZ, Z% jet, W % jet, t"t, single
top and dijets to study backgrounds. All samples corre-

b Rbb
Rfilt

Rbbg

b

R

mass drop filter

FIG. 1. The three stages of our jet analysis: starting from a
hard massive jet on angular scale R, one identifies the Higgs
neighborhood within it by undoing the clustering (effectively
shrinking the jet radius) until the jet splits into two subjets each
with a significantly lower mass; within this region, one then
further reduces the radius to Rfilt and takes the three hardest
subjets, so as to filter away UE contamination while retaining
hard perturbative radiation from the Higgs decay products.

PRL 100, 242001 (2008) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
20 JUNE 2008

242001-2

spond to a luminosity ! 30 fb"1, except for the lowest
p̂min
T dijet sample, where the cross section makes this

impractical. In this case, an assumption was made that
the selection efficiency of a leptonically-decaying boson
factorizes from the hadronic Higgs selection. This assump-
tion was tested and is a good approximation in the signal
region of the mass plot, though correlations are significant
at lower masses.

The leading order (LO) estimates of the cross section
were checked by comparing to next-to-leading order
(NLO) results. High-pT VH and Vb !b cross sections were
obtained with Monte Carlo for FeMtobarn processes
(MCFM) [29,30] and found to be about 1.5 times the LO
values for the two signal and the Z0b !b channels (confirmed
with MC@NLO v3.3 for the signal [31]), while the W#b !b
channel has a K factor closer to 2.5 (as observed also at
low-pT in [30]). (For the Vb !b backgrounds, these results
hold as long as both the vector boson and b !b jet have a high
pT; relaxing the requirement on pTV leads to enhanced
K-factors from electroweak double-logarithms.) The main
other background, t!t production, has a K factor of about 2
(found comparing the HERWIG total cross section to [32]).
This suggests that our final LO-based signal=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
background

p
estimates ought not to be too strongly affected by higher
order corrections, though further detailed NLO studies
would be of value.

Let us now turn to the details of the event selection. The
candidate Higgs jet should have a pT greater than some
p̂min
T . The jet R-parameter values commonly used by the

experiments are typically in the range 0.4–0.7. Increasing
the R-parameter increases the fraction of contained Higgs
decays. Scanning the region 0:6<R< 1:6 for various
values of p̂min

T indicates an optimum value around R $
1:2 with p̂min

T $ 200 GeV.
Three subselections are used for vector bosons: (a) An

e%e" or !%!" pair with an invariant mass 80 GeV<
m< 100 GeV and pT > p̂min

T . (b) Missing transverse mo-
mentum >p̂min

T . (c) Missing transverse momentum
>30 GeV plus a lepton (e or !) with pT > 30 GeV, con-
sistent with a W of nominal mass with pT > p̂min

T . It may
also be possible, by using similar techniques to reconstruct
hadronically decaying bosons, to recover signal from these
events. This is a topic left for future study.

To reject backgrounds, we require that there be no
leptons with j"j< 2:5, pT > 30 GeV apart from those

used to reconstruct the leptonic vector boson, and no
b-tagged jets in the range j"j< 2:5, pT > 50 GeV apart
from the Higgs candidate. For channel (c), where the t!t
background is particularly severe, we require that there are
no additional jets with j"j< 3, pT > 30 GeV. The rejec-
tion might be improved if this cut were replaced by a
specific top veto [5]. However, without applying the subjet
mass reconstruction to all jets, the mass resolution for R $
1:2 is inadequate.

The results for R $ 1:2, p̂min
T $ 200 GeV are shown in

Fig. 2, for mH $ 115 GeV. The Z peak from ZZ and WZ
events is clearly visible in the background, providing a
critical calibration tool. Relaxing the b-tagging selection
would provide greater statistics for this calibration, and
would also make the W peak visible. The major back-
grounds are from W or Z% jets, and [except for the
HZ&Z ! l%l"' case], t!t.

Combining the three subchannels in Fig. 2(d), and sum-
ming signal and background over the two bins in the range
112–128 GeV, the Higgs signal is seen with a significance
of 4:5# (8:2# for 100 fb"1). The intrinsic resolution of the
jet mass at the particle level would allow finer binning and
greater significance. However, studies [33,34] using pa-
rameterized simulations of the ATLAS detector indicate
that detector resolution would prohibit this.

The b-tagging and mistag probabilities are critical pa-
rameters for this analysis, and no detailed study has been
published of tagging two high-pT b subjets. Values used by
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FIG. 2 (color online). Signal and background for a 115 GeV
SM Higgs signal simulated using HERWIG, CA MD-F with R $
1:2 and pT > 200 GeV, for 30 fb"1. The b tag efficiency is
assumed to be 60%, and a mistag probability of 2% is used. The
q !q sample includes dijets and t!t. The vector boson selections for
(a), (b), and (c) are described in the text, and (d) shows the sum
of all three channels. The errors reflect the statistical uncertainty
on the simulated samples and correspond to integrated luminos-
ities >30 fb"1.

TABLE I. Cross section for signal and the Z% jets back-
ground in the leptonic Z channel for 200< pTZ=GeV< 600
and 110<mJ=GeV< 125, with perfect b-tagging; shown for
our jet definition, and other standard ones at near optimal R
values.

Jet definition #S=fb #B=fb S=
!!!!!!!!!!!!
B ( fb

p

CA, R $ 1:2, MD-F 0.57 0.51 0.80
K?, R $ 1:0, ycut 0.19 0.74 0.22
SISCONE, R $ 0:8 0.49 1.33 0.42
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to be validated by complete 
detector simulation !

experiments for single-tag probabilities range up to 70%
for the efficiency and down to 1% for mistags. Results for
70% and 60% efficiency are summarized in Fig. 3(a) as a
function of the mistag probability.

There is a tradeoff between rising cross section and
falling fraction of contained decays (as well as rising back-
grounds) as p̂min

T is reduced. As an example of the depen-
dence on this tradeoff, we show the sensitivity for
p̂min
T ! 300 GeV, R ! 0:7 in Fig. 3(a).
The significance falls for higher Higgs masses, as shown

in Fig. 3(b), but values of 3! or above seem achievable up
to mH ! 130 GeV.

In addition to the b-tagging, the effects of pileup, intrin-
sic resolution, and granularity of the detector will all have
an impact. Several ideas exist to improve some of these,
and initial studies with realistic detector simulations indi-
cate that the efficiencies and resolutions assumed here are
not unreasonable, though the exact requirements of our
analysis have not been studied with such tools.

We conclude that subjet techniques have the potential to
transform the high-pT WH, ZH"H ! b !b# channel into one
of the best channels for discovery of a low mass Standard
Model Higgs at the LHC. This channel could also provide
unique information on the coupling of the Higgs boson
separately to W and Z bosons. Realizing this potential is a
challenge that merits further experimental study and com-
plementary theoretical investigations.
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FIG. 3 (color online). Estimated sensitivity for 30 fb$1 under
various different sets of cuts and assumptions (a) for mH !
115 GeV as a function of the mistag probability for b-subjets
and (b) as a function of Higgs mass for the b-tag efficiency
(mistag rates) shown in the legend. Significance is estimated as
signal=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
background

p
in the peak region.
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L=30 fb-1  

recent proposal :

spond to a luminosity ! 30 fb"1, except for the lowest
p̂min
T dijet sample, where the cross section makes this

impractical. In this case, an assumption was made that
the selection efficiency of a leptonically-decaying boson
factorizes from the hadronic Higgs selection. This assump-
tion was tested and is a good approximation in the signal
region of the mass plot, though correlations are significant
at lower masses.

The leading order (LO) estimates of the cross section
were checked by comparing to next-to-leading order
(NLO) results. High-pT VH and Vb !b cross sections were
obtained with Monte Carlo for FeMtobarn processes
(MCFM) [29,30] and found to be about 1.5 times the LO
values for the two signal and the Z0b !b channels (confirmed
with MC@NLO v3.3 for the signal [31]), while the W#b !b
channel has a K factor closer to 2.5 (as observed also at
low-pT in [30]). (For the Vb !b backgrounds, these results
hold as long as both the vector boson and b !b jet have a high
pT; relaxing the requirement on pTV leads to enhanced
K-factors from electroweak double-logarithms.) The main
other background, t!t production, has a K factor of about 2
(found comparing the HERWIG total cross section to [32]).
This suggests that our final LO-based signal=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
background

p
estimates ought not to be too strongly affected by higher
order corrections, though further detailed NLO studies
would be of value.

Let us now turn to the details of the event selection. The
candidate Higgs jet should have a pT greater than some
p̂min
T . The jet R-parameter values commonly used by the

experiments are typically in the range 0.4–0.7. Increasing
the R-parameter increases the fraction of contained Higgs
decays. Scanning the region 0:6<R< 1:6 for various
values of p̂min

T indicates an optimum value around R $
1:2 with p̂min

T $ 200 GeV.
Three subselections are used for vector bosons: (a) An

e%e" or !%!" pair with an invariant mass 80 GeV<
m< 100 GeV and pT > p̂min

T . (b) Missing transverse mo-
mentum >p̂min

T . (c) Missing transverse momentum
>30 GeV plus a lepton (e or !) with pT > 30 GeV, con-
sistent with a W of nominal mass with pT > p̂min

T . It may
also be possible, by using similar techniques to reconstruct
hadronically decaying bosons, to recover signal from these
events. This is a topic left for future study.

To reject backgrounds, we require that there be no
leptons with j"j< 2:5, pT > 30 GeV apart from those

used to reconstruct the leptonic vector boson, and no
b-tagged jets in the range j"j< 2:5, pT > 50 GeV apart
from the Higgs candidate. For channel (c), where the t!t
background is particularly severe, we require that there are
no additional jets with j"j< 3, pT > 30 GeV. The rejec-
tion might be improved if this cut were replaced by a
specific top veto [5]. However, without applying the subjet
mass reconstruction to all jets, the mass resolution for R $
1:2 is inadequate.

The results for R $ 1:2, p̂min
T $ 200 GeV are shown in

Fig. 2, for mH $ 115 GeV. The Z peak from ZZ and WZ
events is clearly visible in the background, providing a
critical calibration tool. Relaxing the b-tagging selection
would provide greater statistics for this calibration, and
would also make the W peak visible. The major back-
grounds are from W or Z% jets, and [except for the
HZ&Z ! l%l"' case], t!t.

Combining the three subchannels in Fig. 2(d), and sum-
ming signal and background over the two bins in the range
112–128 GeV, the Higgs signal is seen with a significance
of 4:5# (8:2# for 100 fb"1). The intrinsic resolution of the
jet mass at the particle level would allow finer binning and
greater significance. However, studies [33,34] using pa-
rameterized simulations of the ATLAS detector indicate
that detector resolution would prohibit this.

The b-tagging and mistag probabilities are critical pa-
rameters for this analysis, and no detailed study has been
published of tagging two high-pT b subjets. Values used by
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FIG. 2 (color online). Signal and background for a 115 GeV
SM Higgs signal simulated using HERWIG, CA MD-F with R $
1:2 and pT > 200 GeV, for 30 fb"1. The b tag efficiency is
assumed to be 60%, and a mistag probability of 2% is used. The
q !q sample includes dijets and t!t. The vector boson selections for
(a), (b), and (c) are described in the text, and (d) shows the sum
of all three channels. The errors reflect the statistical uncertainty
on the simulated samples and correspond to integrated luminos-
ities >30 fb"1.

TABLE I. Cross section for signal and the Z% jets back-
ground in the leptonic Z channel for 200< pTZ=GeV< 600
and 110<mJ=GeV< 125, with perfect b-tagging; shown for
our jet definition, and other standard ones at near optimal R
values.

Jet definition #S=fb #B=fb S=
!!!!!!!!!!!!
B ( fb

p

CA, R $ 1:2, MD-F 0.57 0.51 0.80
K?, R $ 1:0, ycut 0.19 0.74 0.22
SISCONE, R $ 0:8 0.49 1.33 0.42
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γγ  collisions in   p Pb → p H (→ bb) Pb 

photon beams2 [17]. A significant fraction of the pp [13, 14] and PbPb [18] collisions at the LHC will involve for

the first time !-induced interactions at TeV energies with e!ective photon luminosities never reached before. The
highest available photon energies are of the order of the inverse Lorentz contracted radius R of the source charge,

"max ! !/R. The photon spectrum is thus harder for smaller charges, which favors proton over nuclear beams in
the production of heavy particles. However, since the photon flux scales as the squared charge of the beam, Z2,

two-photon cross sections are extremely enhanced for ion beams (Z4
Pb
= 5·107 for lead-lead). Particle production

in two-photon interactions at hadronic colliders has been studied at RHIC by PHENIX [19] and STAR [20, 21],

and at the Tevatron by CDF [22, 23, 24]. They are also part of the ALICE [25, 26], ATLAS [27, 28], CMS [29, 30]

and LHCb [31, 32] physics programmes with proton and/or nuclear beams. Two-photon fusion favors the produc-

tion of spinless resonances (! ! " vector is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem). In this work, we propose to
exploit the photon fluxes generated by both the proton and Pb ions at the LHC to study the possible production

of the SM Higgs boson. Higgs photon-fusion production in proton or nucleus collisions at TeV energies is not

a new idea (see e.g. [33] for references). Pioneering calculations for pp [34] and PbPb [35, 36, 37] collisions,

updated more recently [9, 38, 39, 40], predict cross sections of a SM Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV/c2 in the
#pp"! !"H = 0.1 fb and #PbPb"! !"H = 10 pb ranges respectively. Unfortunately, the small value of the pp cross
section and the large event pileup3 in pp collisions on the one hand, and the very low design luminosities expected

for PbPb, on the other, preclude any real measurement of the Higgs boson in those channels.

Our proposal to study ! ! " H in pA collisions presents advantages with respect to both ultraperipheral AA

and pp collisions. First, compared to AA, one benefits from (i) beam luminosities up to 5 orders of magnitude

larger: LpPb # 1031 cm$2s$1versus LPbPb # 1027 cm$2s$1, (ii) higher beam-beam c.m. energies:
%
s
NN
= 8.8 TeV

compared to 5.5 TeV, (iii) higher ! ! c.m. energies (harder proton photon spectrum and smaller distance of ap-

proach between the centers of the radiating charges), and (v) easy removal of other photoproduction backgrounds

characterized in the AA case by additional photon exchanges which lead to forward neutron(s) emission. The net

result is that one can reach higher masses and yields for any centrally produced system H. The advantage with

respect to pp UPCs is threefold: (i) a Z2 increase in one of the photon fluxes, and the possibilities (ii) to trigger

on and carry out the measurement with almost no pileup, and (iii) to remove most of the exclusive di!ractive

backgrounds – since the nucleus is a fragile object, Pomeron-mediated interactions in pA will, at variance with

pp, almost always lead to the emission of a few nucleons detectable in the zero degree calorimeters.

In the following, we present a detailed generator-level study for the exclusive p Pb
! !
$$" p H Pb (elastic) and

p Pb
! !
$$" X H Pb (semielastic) processes (Fig. 1), obtained with the madgraph code supplemented with nuclear

equivalent photon spectra. We compute the tree-level SM cross sections for the signal – in the Higgs e!ective field

theory (HEFT) approximation – and for the expected backgrounds. We determine the expected yields in 1-year run

taking into account the maximum attainable p Pb luminosities. We then discuss the reconstruction of the H " bb̄

decay for a Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV/c2, including the trigger and analysis cuts needed to minimize the
backgrounds. After accounting for basic detector reconstruction e!ects (b-jet misidentification, bb̄-jets invariant

mass resolution), we determine the expected statistical significance of the measurement. Our results are promising

in various fronts. First, they indicate that the study of the di"cult H–b-quark coupling could be accessible in

this production mode at the LHC. Second, the observation of the ! ! " H process provides an independent

measurement of the Higgs-! coupling (likely measured previously in the traditional H " ! ! discovery channel).
The ! !-Higgs cross section is generated at the one-loop level by all heavy charged particles (W and top-quark in

the SM) and is thus sensitive to possible contributions of new charged particles with masses beyond the energy

covered directly by the collider: e.g. via chargino and top-squark loops in supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of

the SM.

2 Cross section evaluation

The cross section for a two quasi-real photon process in hadronic collisions to produce a final state H at center-of-

mass (c.m.) energyW! ! (e.g. a particle H with mass mH , see Fig. 1), factorizes into the product of the elementary

2The emitted photons are almost on mass shell, with virtuality $Q2 < 1/R2, where R is the radius of the charge, i.e. Q ! 0.5 GeV for
protons (R ! 0.7 fm) and Q < 0.06 GeV for nuclei (RA ! 1.2 A1/3 fm) with mass number A > 16.

3Pile-up refers to the overlapping events occurring in the same bunch-crossing at high luminosity L. For the nominal pp running at
L = 1034 cm$2s$1 one expects about 25 simultaneous collisions at the LHC.

2
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p X
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!
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for two-photon collisions with proton and nucleus beams producing a Higgs boson

decaying into H ! bb̄. (a) Elastic production (both photons are emitted coherently and the proton and nucleus

survive). (b) Semielastic production (the photon from the proton is emitted by a quark, the proton subsequently

breaks up).

cross section for ! !! H convoluted with the equivalent photon spectra from the two colliding beams:

"(A B
! !
""! A H B) =

!
d#1d#2

f!/A(#1)

#1

f!/B(#2)

#2
"(!!! H(W! !)), (1)

where #1 and #2 are the two photon energies, and fA,B(#) are the photon fluxes at energy# emitted by the hadrons
A and B. The photon energies determine the c.m. energy W! ! =

#
s! ! =

#
4#1#2 and the rapidity y of the

produced system:

#1,2 =
W! !

2
e±y, and y = 0.5 ln(#1/#2). (2)

For symmetric systems, the maximum e!ective two-photon energy Wmax
! ! occurs at y = 0, when #max

1
= #max

2
$

!/bmin where ! =
#
s
NN
/(2mN) is the Lorentz relativistic factor

4 and bmin $ 2RA the minimum separation between
the two charges of radius RA. Note that these “maximum” photon energies do not have to be interpreted as a hard

cut-o! but as an indication of the energy (# > ! $/b) from which the photon flux is exponentially suppressed.

Table 1 summarizes the most relevant parameters for ultraperipheral pp, pA, and AA collisions at the LHC [18,

41]. It has to be noted that whereas proton-proton and nucleus-nucleus collisions are obviously part of the approved

baseline physics programme of the LHC, proton-nucleus collisions are still considered as an upgrade of the heavy-

ion programme [41, 42]. Detailed studies [42] have nonetheless shown that is a perfectly feasible mode of operation

of the collider, and its physics possibilities have been discussed vastly in the literature as a crucial baseline for the

interpretation of the AA data [41, 43, 44]. At the LHC, protons and ions have to travel in the same magnetic lattice5

i.e. the two beams have to have the same charge-to-mass ratio Z/A. This limits the beam momentum of a given
species to p = 7 TeVZ/A for the nominal 8.3 T dipole bending field. Thus, the energy in the nucleon-nucleon
center-of-mass is

#
s
NN
= 14 TeV

#
(ZAZB)/(A B). In the case of AB collisions with asymmetric beam energies

the rapidity of the c.m. system shifts relative to the laboratory by "yc.m. = 0.5 ln [(ZA B)/(ZB A)]. Thus, for pA
collisions the rapidity shifts span a range of "yc.m. = 0.35 – 0.47 for ions from oxygen to lead. For ! ! processes
in ultraperipheral pA collisions, the average rapidity shift is even larger due to the harder EPA spectrum from the

proton (e.g. %"y& $ 1.7 for the case of 120-GeV/c2 Higgs boson, see Section 4). The quoted pA luminosities have
to be considered as uno#cial but plausible values (see Section 3.3). The Table indicates that the “maximum” ! !
c.m. energies attainable range from

"
smax! ! $ 160 GeV for PbPb to 4.5 TeV for pp (obtained taking Rp = 0.7 fm).

Two-photon fusion collisions in p Pb have
"
smax! ! $ 260 GeV, i.e. more than twice the most probable mass of the

SM Higgs boson.

4mN = 0.9315 GeV/c
2 for nuclei, and mp = 0.9383 GeV/c

2 for protons.
5The magnetic rigidity is defined as p/Z = B r for an ion with momentum p and charge Z that would have a bending radius r in a magnetic

field B.
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in two-photon interactions at hadronic colliders has been studied at RHIC by PHENIX [19] and STAR [20, 21],
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exploit the photon fluxes generated by both the proton and Pb ions at the LHC to study the possible production

of the SM Higgs boson. Higgs photon-fusion production in proton or nucleus collisions at TeV energies is not

a new idea (see e.g. [33] for references). Pioneering calculations for pp [34] and PbPb [35, 36, 37] collisions,
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characterized in the AA case by additional photon exchanges which lead to forward neutron(s) emission. The net

result is that one can reach higher masses and yields for any centrally produced system H. The advantage with

respect to pp UPCs is threefold: (i) a Z2 increase in one of the photon fluxes, and the possibilities (ii) to trigger

on and carry out the measurement with almost no pileup, and (iii) to remove most of the exclusive di!ractive

backgrounds – since the nucleus is a fragile object, Pomeron-mediated interactions in pA will, at variance with

pp, almost always lead to the emission of a few nucleons detectable in the zero degree calorimeters.

In the following, we present a detailed generator-level study for the exclusive p Pb
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mass (c.m.) energyW! ! (e.g. a particle H with mass mH , see Fig. 1), factorizes into the product of the elementary

2The emitted photons are almost on mass shell, with virtuality $Q2 < 1/R2, where R is the radius of the charge, i.e. Q ! 0.5 GeV for
protons (R ! 0.7 fm) and Q < 0.06 GeV for nuclei (RA ! 1.2 A1/3 fm) with mass number A > 16.

3Pile-up refers to the overlapping events occurring in the same bunch-crossing at high luminosity L. For the nominal pp running at
L = 1034 cm$2s$1 one expects about 25 simultaneous collisions at the LHC.
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u, ū, d, d̄, . . .
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!

!
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for two-photon collisions with proton and nucleus beams producing a Higgs boson

decaying into H ! bb̄. (a) Elastic production (both photons are emitted coherently and the proton and nucleus

survive). (b) Semielastic production (the photon from the proton is emitted by a quark, the proton subsequently

breaks up).

cross section for ! !! H convoluted with the equivalent photon spectra from the two colliding beams:

"(A B
! !
""! A H B) =

!
d#1d#2

f!/A(#1)

#1

f!/B(#2)

#2
"(!!! H(W! !)), (1)

where #1 and #2 are the two photon energies, and fA,B(#) are the photon fluxes at energy# emitted by the hadrons
A and B. The photon energies determine the c.m. energy W! ! =

#
s! ! =

#
4#1#2 and the rapidity y of the

produced system:

#1,2 =
W! !

2
e±y, and y = 0.5 ln(#1/#2). (2)

For symmetric systems, the maximum e!ective two-photon energy Wmax
! ! occurs at y = 0, when #max

1
= #max

2
$

!/bmin where ! =
#
s
NN
/(2mN) is the Lorentz relativistic factor

4 and bmin $ 2RA the minimum separation between
the two charges of radius RA. Note that these “maximum” photon energies do not have to be interpreted as a hard

cut-o! but as an indication of the energy (# > ! $/b) from which the photon flux is exponentially suppressed.

Table 1 summarizes the most relevant parameters for ultraperipheral pp, pA, and AA collisions at the LHC [18,

41]. It has to be noted that whereas proton-proton and nucleus-nucleus collisions are obviously part of the approved

baseline physics programme of the LHC, proton-nucleus collisions are still considered as an upgrade of the heavy-

ion programme [41, 42]. Detailed studies [42] have nonetheless shown that is a perfectly feasible mode of operation

of the collider, and its physics possibilities have been discussed vastly in the literature as a crucial baseline for the

interpretation of the AA data [41, 43, 44]. At the LHC, protons and ions have to travel in the same magnetic lattice5

i.e. the two beams have to have the same charge-to-mass ratio Z/A. This limits the beam momentum of a given
species to p = 7 TeVZ/A for the nominal 8.3 T dipole bending field. Thus, the energy in the nucleon-nucleon
center-of-mass is

#
s
NN
= 14 TeV

#
(ZAZB)/(A B). In the case of AB collisions with asymmetric beam energies

the rapidity of the c.m. system shifts relative to the laboratory by "yc.m. = 0.5 ln [(ZA B)/(ZB A)]. Thus, for pA
collisions the rapidity shifts span a range of "yc.m. = 0.35 – 0.47 for ions from oxygen to lead. For ! ! processes
in ultraperipheral pA collisions, the average rapidity shift is even larger due to the harder EPA spectrum from the

proton (e.g. %"y& $ 1.7 for the case of 120-GeV/c2 Higgs boson, see Section 4). The quoted pA luminosities have
to be considered as uno#cial but plausible values (see Section 3.3). The Table indicates that the “maximum” ! !
c.m. energies attainable range from

"
smax! ! $ 160 GeV for PbPb to 4.5 TeV for pp (obtained taking Rp = 0.7 fm).

Two-photon fusion collisions in p Pb have
"
smax! ! $ 260 GeV, i.e. more than twice the most probable mass of the

SM Higgs boson.

4mN = 0.9315 GeV/c
2 for nuclei, and mp = 0.9383 GeV/c

2 for protons.
5The magnetic rigidity is defined as p/Z = B r for an ion with momentum p and charge Z that would have a bending radius r in a magnetic

field B.
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Abstract

We explore for the first time the possibilities to measure an intermediate-mass (mH = 115 – 140 GeV/c2)

Standard-Model Higgs boson in electromagnetic proton-lead (pPb) interactions at the CERN Large Hadron Col-

lider (LHC) via its bb̄ decay. Using equivalent Weizsäcker-Williams photon fluxes and Higgs e!ective field

theory for the coupling ! ! ! H, we obtain a leading-order cross section of the order of 0.3 pb for exclusive

Higgs production in elastic (pPb
! !
""! p H Pb) and semielastic (pPb

! !
""! X H Pb) processes at

#
s
NN
= 8.8 TeV.

After applying various kinematics cuts to remove the main backgrounds (! ! ! bb̄ and misidentified ! ! ! qq̄

events), we find that a Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV/c2 could be observed in the bb̄ channel with a 3"-

significance integrating 300 pb"1 with an upgraded pA luminosity of 1031cm"2s"1. We also provide for the first

time semielastic Higgs cross sections, along with elastic tt̄ cross sections, for electromagnetic pp, pA and AA

collisions at the LHC .

1 Introduction

The standard model (SM) of particle physics predicts the existence of a scalar Higgs particle (H) to explain the

breaking of the electroweak gauge symmetry observed in nature [1]. Direct searches for the Higgs boson at the LEP

collider have constrained its mass above 114.4 GeV/c2 at 95% confidence level (CL) [2], and global fits to precision

electroweak data exclude mH > 154 GeV/c2 at 95% CL [3]. Yet, it turns out that the favored intermediate-mass

range above the LEP limit is the most di"cult region for Higgs searches in pp collisions at the LHC. Indeed,

for mH < 135 GeV/c2, the dominant decay mode is H ! bb̄ with a typical cross section "(H ! bb̄) $ 30 pb

at
#
s = 14 TeV [4], which is overwhelmed by the combinatorial background from QCD b-jets production with

"(bb̄) $ 500 µb. As a matter of fact, the H ! bb̄ decay channel is now considered unaccessible1 at the LHC [7, 8],

and testing the expected mass-dependent Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the b-quark seems to be left open

to study only at a next e+e" linear collider. In the intermediate-mass range, standard Higgs searches need thus to

resort either to rare decay modes such as H ! ! ! or to very stringent cuts on the final-state particles, which lead

to 3–4 orders of magnitude reduction of the observed cross section.

In this context, the clean topologies of exclusive Higgs production in “peripheral” pp processes mediated by

colorless exchanges – such as two-gluons in a color-singlet state (Pomerons) [9, 10] or two photons [9, 11] – are

attracting increasing interest [12, 13] despite their much smaller cross sections, O(10"4 " 10"5), compared to the

dominant gluon-fusion or vector-boson-fusion (VBF) Higgs production channels. Exclusive events are character-

ized by wide rapidity gaps on both sides of the singly produced central system and the survival of both protons

scattered at very low angles with respect to the beam. The final-state is thus much cleaner with just the decaying

products in the central detector, the signal/background is much more favorable than in parton-parton interactions,

and the event kinematics can be constrained measuring the final protons with near-beam detectors in the LHC

tunnel [14].

In this work we consider Higgs production from !-! collisions, also known as ultra-peripheral collisions

(UPCs) [15], with proton and ion beams at the LHC. All charges accelerated at high energies generate elec-

tromagnetic fields which, in the equivalent photon approximation (EPA) [16], can be considered as (quasi-real)

1There are however recent developments [5, 6] that give some hope in the W H(bb̄) and Z H(bb̄) associated production modes.

1

photon beams2 [17]. A significant fraction of the pp [13, 14] and PbPb [18] collisions at the LHC will involve for

the first time !-induced interactions at TeV energies with e!ective photon luminosities never reached before. The
highest available photon energies are of the order of the inverse Lorentz contracted radius R of the source charge,

"max ! !/R. The photon spectrum is thus harder for smaller charges, which favors proton over nuclear beams in
the production of heavy particles. However, since the photon flux scales as the squared charge of the beam, Z2,

two-photon cross sections are extremely enhanced for ion beams (Z4
Pb
= 5·107 for lead-lead). Particle production

in two-photon interactions at hadronic colliders has been studied at RHIC by PHENIX [19] and STAR [20, 21],

and at the Tevatron by CDF [22, 23, 24]. They are also part of the ALICE [25, 26], ATLAS [27, 28], CMS [29, 30]

and LHCb [31, 32] physics programmes with proton and/or nuclear beams. Two-photon fusion favors the produc-

tion of spinless resonances (! ! " vector is forbidden by the Landau-Yang theorem). In this work, we propose to
exploit the photon fluxes generated by both the proton and Pb ions at the LHC to study the possible production

of the SM Higgs boson. Higgs photon-fusion production in proton or nucleus collisions at TeV energies is not

a new idea (see e.g. [33] for references). Pioneering calculations for pp [34] and PbPb [35, 36, 37] collisions,

updated more recently [9, 38, 39, 40], predict cross sections of a SM Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV/c2 in the
#pp"! !"H = 0.1 fb and #PbPb"! !"H = 10 pb ranges respectively. Unfortunately, the small value of the pp cross
section and the large event pileup3 in pp collisions on the one hand, and the very low design luminosities expected

for PbPb, on the other, preclude any real measurement of the Higgs boson in those channels.

Our proposal to study ! ! " H in pA collisions presents advantages with respect to both ultraperipheral AA

and pp collisions. First, compared to AA, one benefits from (i) beam luminosities up to 5 orders of magnitude

larger: LpPb # 1031 cm$2s$1versus LPbPb # 1027 cm$2s$1, (ii) higher beam-beam c.m. energies:
%
s
NN
= 8.8 TeV

compared to 5.5 TeV, (iii) higher ! ! c.m. energies (harder proton photon spectrum and smaller distance of ap-

proach between the centers of the radiating charges), and (v) easy removal of other photoproduction backgrounds

characterized in the AA case by additional photon exchanges which lead to forward neutron(s) emission. The net

result is that one can reach higher masses and yields for any centrally produced system H. The advantage with

respect to pp UPCs is threefold: (i) a Z2 increase in one of the photon fluxes, and the possibilities (ii) to trigger

on and carry out the measurement with almost no pileup, and (iii) to remove most of the exclusive di!ractive

backgrounds – since the nucleus is a fragile object, Pomeron-mediated interactions in pA will, at variance with

pp, almost always lead to the emission of a few nucleons detectable in the zero degree calorimeters.

In the following, we present a detailed generator-level study for the exclusive p Pb
! !
$$" p H Pb (elastic) and

p Pb
! !
$$" X H Pb (semielastic) processes (Fig. 1), obtained with the madgraph code supplemented with nuclear

equivalent photon spectra. We compute the tree-level SM cross sections for the signal – in the Higgs e!ective field

theory (HEFT) approximation – and for the expected backgrounds. We determine the expected yields in 1-year run

taking into account the maximum attainable p Pb luminosities. We then discuss the reconstruction of the H " bb̄

decay for a Higgs boson with mH = 120 GeV/c2, including the trigger and analysis cuts needed to minimize the
backgrounds. After accounting for basic detector reconstruction e!ects (b-jet misidentification, bb̄-jets invariant

mass resolution), we determine the expected statistical significance of the measurement. Our results are promising

in various fronts. First, they indicate that the study of the di"cult H–b-quark coupling could be accessible in

this production mode at the LHC. Second, the observation of the ! ! " H process provides an independent

measurement of the Higgs-! coupling (likely measured previously in the traditional H " ! ! discovery channel).
The ! !-Higgs cross section is generated at the one-loop level by all heavy charged particles (W and top-quark in

the SM) and is thus sensitive to possible contributions of new charged particles with masses beyond the energy

covered directly by the collider: e.g. via chargino and top-squark loops in supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of

the SM.

2 Cross section evaluation

The cross section for a two quasi-real photon process in hadronic collisions to produce a final state H at center-of-

mass (c.m.) energyW! ! (e.g. a particle H with mass mH , see Fig. 1), factorizes into the product of the elementary

2The emitted photons are almost on mass shell, with virtuality $Q2 < 1/R2, where R is the radius of the charge, i.e. Q ! 0.5 GeV for
protons (R ! 0.7 fm) and Q < 0.06 GeV for nuclei (RA ! 1.2 A1/3 fm) with mass number A > 16.

3Pile-up refers to the overlapping events occurring in the same bunch-crossing at high luminosity L. For the nominal pp running at
L = 1034 cm$2s$1 one expects about 25 simultaneous collisions at the LHC.

2

• Transverse momentum: at least one jet with p jet
T
between mH/2.3 = 52 GeV/c and the kinematical limit at

mH/2 = 60 GeV/c.

• Acollinearity: | cos ! | < 0.45, where ! is the helicity-frame angle (between the b-jet, boosted to the rest
frame of the pair, and the direction of the pair).

• Mass window: Invariant mass of the b-jet pairs around the Higgs mass: mpair = 100 – 140 GeV/c2 (the range
given by 2 or 3 times the width of experimental mass resolution).

We note that for a given event, these selection criteria (as well as the previous acceptance and b-tagging e!ciency

cuts) do not necessarily factorize.

4.4 Signal significance

The combined application of all experimental and background suppression cuts discussed in the previous section

leads to a loss of about 80% of the Higgs events and an important reduction of the bb̄, cc̄ and qq̄ continuum back-

grounds by factors of 60, 5000 and 4·105 respectively. In one year (107 s) with the upgraded 1031 cm!2s!1pA
luminosity scenario (i.e. integrating 100 pb!1 of luminosity) this corresponds to a collection of N = 5 Higgs and

N = 10 bb̄ continuum events within 100 – 140 GeV/c2 with small cc̄ (N = 0.16) and negligible qq̄ contributions.
These values include both elastic and semielastic processes for the signal and backgrounds. The continuum de-

creases exponentially in this mass range whereas the Higgs signal peaks at mH = 120 GeV/c2.
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Figure 8: Expected invariant mass distribution after 3-years of p Pb running at
"
s
NN
= 8.8 TeV (300 pb!1) for a

H # bb̄ signal and residual " "# bb̄ continuum (histogram) after analysis cuts, fitted to a Gaussian+Exponential

distribution (solid line). The data points are the sum of signal+background. The error bars are just statistical. The

dashed line shows an exponential fit of the continuum alone.

In order to determine the significance of our H # bb̄ signal, we generate event samples consisting of the

appropriate number of events after cuts in 3 years (3·107 s) of data-taking, i.e. 300 pb!1 of integrated luminosity,
with a fast Monte Carlo. We assume a bb̄ dijet invariant mass resolution of 7 GeV/c2. Such a value is beyond the
current performances for b-jets in the range pT = 50 – 60 GeV/c, but may be achieved, in our underlying-event-
free environment, with particle-flow reconstruction techniques and a good data-based knowledge of the b-jet pT
resolution and energy scale after a few years of LHC running. We then perform a log-likelihood fit to the pseudo-

data with two curves: (i) one assuming that there is a signal+continuum in the region 100 $ mH $ 140 GeV/c2,

18

given Ep ~ 7 TeV (B~8.3 T) 
→ EN(Z,A)  ~  Ep x Z/A

→p-Pb

o Pb increases γ flux (~Z2), and kills   
pile-up (low lumi)

o p increases γ-flux end-point and lumi

mH=120 GeV Higgs observed with 

S/√B ~ 3 after 3-year run
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summing up

10

measurement of gHbb 
challenging at LHC !

LHC potential not yet 
really established !
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 require a further central photon from VBF
     pp  H (bb) + 2j +  γ 

New  Channel :

11

(Gabrielli, Maltoni, 
B.M.,  M. Moretti, 
Piccinini, Pittau, 2007)

increases
triggering 
efficiency !

γ b

J

J

b
mH (GeV) 110 120 130 140

!(H"jj) [fb] 67.4 64.0 60.4 56.1

BR(H ! bb̄) 0.770 0.678 0.525 0.341

Table 1: Cross sections for the H " jj signal at LHC, for p!
T " 20 GeV, !R!j > 0.4,

and a cut mjj > 100 GeV on the invariant mass of the final quark pair. Also shown

are the Higgs boson branching ratios to bb̄ (computed through HDECAY [17]), that

are not included in the cross sections shown.

both for the improvement in the signal-to-background ratio of the channel consid-

ered, and for its increased sensitivity to the WWH coupling. In Section 4, the signal

rates are computed at parton level for a set of kinematical cuts that optimizes the

signal/background ratio, restricting the analysis to the case of the irreducible back-

ground. Some relevant kinematical distributions are also shown, and compared with

the ones for the basic VBF process Hjj. In Section 5, the main reducible background

channels are included in the analysis. Some preliminary study of parton-shower e"ects

and jet veto strategies, that turn out to improve the signal detectability, is performed

in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7, we draw our conclusions.

2 Signal and irreducible background

Cross sections for the H " jj production at
#

S = 14 TeV are shown in Table 1. In

order to present results as inclusive as possible only a minimal set of kinematical cuts

is applied (!R!j > 0.4, p!
T " 20 GeV, and mjj > 100 GeV). The cut on the invariant

mass of the final quark pair (mjj) avoids the contribution from resonant HW", HZ"

associated production. The Higgs boson branching ratios to bb̄, which are not included

in the cross section results, (computed through HDECAY [17]), are also shown. The

full tree-level matrix elements for the electroweak process pp ! H " jj have been

computed independently with ALPGEN [18], and MadEvent [19]. Details on the

values of the input parameters, such PDF’s and scales are given in Section 4.

For comparison, the inclusive H W jj cross section, with a further cut |m2
ik| >

100 GeV2 on the invariant mass of any ik initial-final quark pair to avoid singularities

due to t-channel virtual photons, is 73 fb, for mH = 120 GeV. Requiring the leptonic

(either µ± and e±) signature for the W [16], one ends up with a rate for the H " jj

signal of about 4 times the H #$ jj rate, in the relevant mH range. This factor

increases, when more realistic kinematical cuts are applied (see Section 4).

Since the LHC detector capabilities are not completely settled yet, in what fol-
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qq  qq H + γ

from naive QED scaling :

Actual  S/√B  much better than this !!!!
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Figure 1: Tree-level t-channel Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production in the process

pp ! H ! jj. Here, q and q! stand for di!erent light quarks (u, d, s, c), while q = q ! when a

Z boson is exchanged.

coupling, that is the Higgs boson production in association with a large transverse-

momentum photon (with pT >! 20 GeV) and two forward jets

pp " H ! jj " bb̄ ! jj + X , (1)

with H decaying to bb̄, where at parton level the final QCD parton is identified with

the corresponding jet. The Feynman diagrams that are dominant for this process

at parton level are the ones involving VBF. They are shown in Figure 1, where the

Higgs decay to bb̄ is not included. In principle, final states bb̄ ! jj can also arise from

photon radiation from one of the two b-quarks coming from the Higgs boson decay,

via the process pp " H(" bb̄ !) jj. In our study, we will not include the latter set of

diagrams, since the requirement of a large pT photon would shift in that case the bb̄

invariant mass outside the experimental bb̄ mass resolution window around the Higgs

mass. We will then assume that the e!ect of diagrams with photons arising from the

final b’s will vanish after applying the Higgs mass constraint in the event analysis of

the bb̄ ! jj final state.

There is a number of advantages in considering this QED higher-order variant of

3

to a O(!) rescaling of the rates for the H jj signal and its background, respectively,

where ! is the fine electromagnetic structure constant . Then, the S/B ratio would

not be much a!ected. On the other hand, both the H " jj signal and its background

statistics would decrease according to the rescaling factor O(!). Consequently, if

(S/
!

B)|H(!) jj is the signal significance for the VBF process (with) without a central

photon, one would expect the signal significance for pp " H " jj to fall down as

(S/
!

B)|H! jj #
!

! (S/
!

B)|H jj <# 1/10 (S/
!

B)|H jj with respect to the basic VBF

process. On this basis, one would conclude that there is no advantage in considering

the H " jj variant of the H jj process, apart from the fact that the presence of a hard

photon in the final state can improve the triggering e"ciency of the detectors.

In the next section, we will show that this pattern does not hold in general.

The QED naive expectations definitely hold for inclusive processes, but they do not

necessarily apply when restricted regions of phase space are considered. Indeed,

we will see that the naive QED rescaling fails for the main background processes

considered here, when relevant sets of kinematical cuts are imposed. In particular,

the requirement of a further central photon gives rise to a dramatic increase (by more

than one order of magnitude) in the S/B ratio, while the signal cross section roughly

follows the naive QED rescaling.

3 Destructive interferences in central photon emis-

sion

We will now go through the main partonic components of the irreducible QCD bb̄jj

background to the VBF process, in order to study how the request of a further central

photon a!ects each of them, and the overall balance among them.

In our study of the irreducible background, we will not consider the electroweak

production of bb̄jj final states (nor its extension to the bb̄" jj case), through, e.g., the

mediation of a Z(!)/"! " bb̄ decay. The latter contributions have cross sections not

much larger than those of the signal considered here (see Section 4, and [10]). On the

other hand, their typical bb̄ invariant mass is well below the Higgs boson mass range

we are considering in the present study. Hence, we do not expect any contamination

from this background for the foreseen experimental resolution on mbb̄.

In the first two columns of Table 2, we show the absolute (#i) and fractional

(#i/#) cross sections for the QCD bb̄jj background corresponding to the di!erent

classes of partonic processes. An optimized set of kinematical cuts enhancing the

S/B ratio [that will be discussed subsequently in Section 4, cf. Eqs. (2) and (3),

9
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IRREDUCIBLE  BCKGD 

add a photon to        (gluons are idle !)

 t,u-channel  (most relevant !)

s-channel (suppressed at Mjj ~ 1TeV)
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of the order of a few pb’s, the extraction of the signal from the background is not

at all straightforward, being the latter dominant over the signal by a few orders of

magnitude. However, with a suitable choice of kinematical cuts, the ratio of the

expected signal event number (S) over the background ones (B) can be substantially

enhanced. By imposing a large invariant mass cut for the two-forward-jet system [i.e.,

mjj >! O(1) TeV], a minimal pj
T of a few tens GeV’s, and requiring the bb̄ invariant

mass to be around mH within the mbb̄ experimental resolution, one can obtain a signal

significance (S/
"

B) of the order of S/
"

B ! 3#5, assuming an integrated luminosity

of 600 fb!1 [10].

Let us now consider the VBF Higgs production when a further central photon is

emitted, namely pp $ H ! jj. The Feynman diagrams for the signal in Figure 1 are

now to be confronted with the QCD background corresponding to the requirement

of a further high pT photon in the diagrams in Figure 3. For instance, in Figure 4

(a#g), we show the relevant diagrams for one of the leading classes of contributions,

i.e. the one related to Figure 3 (a).

According to the usual pattern of QED corrections, one might expect the request

of a further hard photon to keep the relative weight of signal and background quite sta-

ble. Were this the case, the rates for pp $ H ! jj and its background would be related
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central  photon  singles out WW over ZZ fusion !!!

W charged current spoils 
destructive interference 
at large angle !

what about signal ?

but Z neutral current 
follows  BCKG  pattern !!!

down to values as low as 5 GeV. In fact, the behavior of a photon with a pT as low

as 20 GeV at LHC energies is already well described by the eikonal approximation.

Note that in the signal case of the H ! jj production (Figure 1), the above mech-

anism of destructive interferences a!ects only the diagrams involving the ZZ fusion.

On the other hand, in the diagrams involving WW fusion (that are responsible for the

dominant part of the basic VBF H jj cross section) the charged currents in the qq!W

vertices change the electric charges of the in-out partons, and consequently spoil the

coherence e!ects in the relevant interferences. Therefore, the cross section for H ! jj

is expected to follow the usual pattern of QED corrections as far as its WW fusion

component is concerned. The relative contribution of the ZZ fusion will be instead

remarkably smaller than in the case of the basic VBF H jj process.

In order to prove this last statement, we selected, among all possible subprocesses

contributing to pp ! H (!) jj, a first set of subprocesses (named N) mediated only

by the ZZ fusion, namely qq ! H(!)qq [in particular, we summed up cross sections

for q = (u, d, s, c, ū, d̄, s̄, c̄)], and a second set of subprocesses (named C) mediated

only by the WW fusion [in this case, we summed up the 8 cross sections of the type

uc̄ ! H(!) ds̄]. Calling "(N,C) the cross sections for the two latter sets, we computed

the following ratios among the radiative and the non-radiative processes at the LHC

"(N)(H! jj)

"(N)(H jj)
= 0.0016 ,

"(C)(H! jj)

"(C)(H jj)
= 0.013 ,

where we applied the cuts p!
T " 20 GeV, |#! | <# 2.5, and "Rj! " 0.7, assuming

mH = 120 GeV. It is then clear that the radiation is suppressed in the presence of

the HZZ vertex.

This property enhances the sensitivity of the H ! jj cross section to the WWH

coupling. Hence, a determination of the WWH coupling at the LHC could benefit

also from a measurement of the H ! jj cross section.

On the same basis, one can expect that the above destructive interference e!ect

will also keep under control the background coming from central photon radiation in

the Higgs production through the g"g" ! H process, giving also rise to H ! jj final

states. We verified that this is indeed the case. After applying the basic kinematical

cuts in Eq. (2), Section 4, with p!
T " 20 GeV, we obtain a reduction factor of about

8 10#4 for the H ! jj cross section arising from the g"g" ! H channel with respect

to the corresponding H jj cross section. In particular, the absolute value of the

H(! bb̄)! jj cross section turns out to be 0.21 fb, which makes the impact of the

g"g" ! H process on the present analysis negligible.
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T " 20 GeV, |#! | <# 2.5, and "Rj! " 0.7, assuming

mH = 120 GeV. It is then clear that the radiation is suppressed in the presence of

the HZZ vertex.

This property enhances the sensitivity of the H ! jj cross section to the WWH

coupling. Hence, a determination of the WWH coupling at the LHC could benefit

also from a measurement of the H ! jj cross section.

On the same basis, one can expect that the above destructive interference e!ect

will also keep under control the background coming from central photon radiation in

the Higgs production through the g"g" ! H process, giving also rise to H ! jj final

states. We verified that this is indeed the case. After applying the basic kinematical

cuts in Eq. (2), Section 4, with p!
T " 20 GeV, we obtain a reduction factor of about

8 10#4 for the H ! jj cross section arising from the g"g" ! H channel with respect

to the corresponding H jj cross section. In particular, the absolute value of the

H(! bb̄)! jj cross section turns out to be 0.21 fb, which makes the impact of the

g"g" ! H process on the present analysis negligible.
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pj
T ! 30 GeV, pb

T ! 30 GeV, !Rik ! 0.7,

|!!| " 2.5, |!b| " 2.5, |!j | " 5,

mjj > 400 GeV, mH(1 # 10%) " mbb̄ " mH(1 + 10%),

1) p!
T ! 20 GeV,

2) p!
T ! 30 GeV,

d!

dmjj
,

d!

dpj1
T

,
d!

dpb1
T

,
d!

dm!H
,

d!

|!"jj|
,

mjj ! 800 GeV, pj1
T ! 60 GeV, pb1

T ! 60 GeV,

|!!jj| > 4, m!H ! 160 GeV, !R!b/!j ! 1.2 .

basic cuts :

then, look at distrib’s :

   add  optimized  cuts :

{

EVENT 
SELECTION

well isolated photon
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mjj  distribution critical to enhance S/B
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S

B

( even more than in plain VBF !!! )
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pT(j1)

Δη(jj)m(γH)

pT(b1)
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sub-processes !i (pb) !i/! !!
i (fb) !!

i /!!

gq ! bb̄ gq (") 57.2(1) 55.3 % 17.3(1) 51.6 %

gg ! bb̄ gg (") 25.2(1) 24.4 % 3.93(3) 11.7 %

qq! ! bb̄ qq! (") 7.76(3) 7.5 % 4.04(2) 12.1 %

qq ! bb̄ qq (") 6.52(2) 6.3 % 4.49(3) 13.4 %

qq̄! ! bb̄ qq̄! (") 4.60(2) 4.4 % 2.28(2) 6.8 %

qq̄ ! bb̄ qq̄ (") 2.13(2) 2.1 % 1.21(2) 3.6 %

gg ! bb̄ qq̄ (") 0.0332(7) 0.03 % 0.124(3) 0.37 %

qq̄ ! bb̄ gg (") 0.0137(2) 0.01 % 0.094(2) 0.28 %

qq̄ ! bb̄ q!q̄! (") 0.000080(3) 0.00007 % 0.00080(8) 0.002 %

Table 2: Partial contributions !i (!!
i ) in pb (fb) of the partonic sub-processes to

the total cross section ! = 103 pb (!! = 33.5 fb), corresponding to the background

process pp ! bb̄ jj ("), for mH = 120 GeV. Optimized kinematical cuts (set 1), as

defined in Section 4, Eqs. (2) and (3), are implemented. The numbers in parenthesis

correspond to the numerical errors on the last digit.

set 1] is applied.

The main e!ective constraints for the bb̄jj channel, apart from the jet isolation,

are a large invariant mass for the final jj system, namely mjj >" 800 GeV, and the

restriction on the bb̄ invariant mass to be inside a window of mH(1 ± 10%). After

applying these cuts, and considering the mH = 120 GeV case, the total QCD bb̄jj

cross section turns out to be ! # 103 pb. Most of this cross section is due to

the classes of diagrams involving gluons in the t-channel, as represented in Figure 3

(a$c). In particular, the latter give the main contributions to the cross sections for

the subprocesses gg ! bb̄ + gg and gq ! bb̄ + gq, qq ! bb̄ + qq, and qq! ! bb̄ + qq!,

where q! %= q. Subleading QCD contributions in Figure 3 (d$g) come from the fusion

of initial partons in s-channel type diagrams, like in gg ! bb̄+qq̄, qq̄ ! bb̄+gg, qq̄ !
bb̄ + q!q̄!, with q! %= q. Indeed, the s-channel propagator depletes these contributions

with respect to diagrams (a$c), when a large invariant mass for the jj system is

required.

Then, in the third and fourth columns of Table 2, we report the absolute (!!
i ) and

fractional (!!
i /!!) production rates, respectively, for the di!erent classes of diagrams

contributing to the QCD bb̄ " jj background to the H " jj signal. The optimized set of

kinematical cuts (as in Section 4, Eqs. (2) and (3), set 1) is applied for mH = 120 GeV.

The corresponding total QCD bb̄ " jj cross section is !! # 33 fb.

One can see that the leading contribution to total cross sections is provided by the

10

irreducible  bckgr σ’s    (optimized  cuts)

bckg(γ) / bckg ~  33 fb / 103 pb ~ 1/3000
cf. signal(γ) / signal ~ 1/100

note : conservative choice of QCD scales in the bckg evaluation !

(mH=120 GeV)
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  requirement of a central photon  also           
suppresses contamination from  g*g*  H jj γ            
 (induced by top loop)

(basic cuts, pTγ >20 GeV) 

σ (H γ jj) g*g* →H ~ 8x10-4 σ (H jj) g*g* →H

                          
σ (H γ jj) g*g* →H ~ 0.21 fb     negligible ! 

Barbara Mele Napoli,   13/2/2007 17

  requirement of a central photon  also           

suppresses contamination from  g*g* ! H jj !            

 (induced by top loop)

(basic cuts, pT
! >20 GeV) 

" (H ! jj) ~ 8x10-4 " (H jj) g*g* !H

                          

" (H ! jj) ~ 0.21 fb     negligible ! 

(q)

(q)(q)

(q)

(“bckg” to Higgs via VBF)
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( ALPGEN  +  MADEVENT ) PDF : CTEQ5L
p!,cut

T mH = 120 GeV mH = 130 GeV mH = 140 GeV

![H(! bb̄)"jj] 20 GeV 3.59(7) fb 2.92(4) fb 1.98(3) fb

30 GeV 2.62(3) fb 2.10(2) fb 1.50(3) fb

![bb̄"jj] 20 GeV 33.5(1) fb 37.8(2) fb 40.2(1) fb

30 GeV 25.7(1) fb 27.7(1) fb 28.9(2) fb

![H(! bb̄)jj] 320(1) fb 254.8(6) fb 167.7(3) fb

![bb̄jj] 103.4(2) pb 102.0(2) pb 98.4(2) pb

S/B(γ) ~ 1/10 ~ 30 S/B0 !

σ’s :  pp  H γ j j   vs   irrid.  bckgr 

for mH=120 GeV :

E. Gabrielli et al. / Nuclear Physics B 781 (2007) 64–84 79

Table 6
Statistical significances with the event selection of Eq. (2) and (3), with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. The value
!b = 60% for the b-tagging efficiency and a Higgs boson event reduction by !bb̄ " 70%, due to the finite (±10%) bb̄

mass resolution, have been assumed. Jet-tagging efficiency and photon-identification efficiency are set to 100%. Only the
irreducible background is included in this analysis

p
" ,cut
T mH = 120 GeV mH = 130 GeV mH = 140 GeV

S/
#

B|H"jj 20 GeV 2.6 2.0 1.3
S/

#
B|H"jj 30 GeV 2.2 1.7 1.2

S/
#

B|Hjj 3.5 2.8 1.9

the cross sections, assuming mH = 120 GeV and with the optimized event selection of Eqs. (2)
and (3), for three main potentially dangerous processes4:

• pp $ " + 4 jets, where two among the light jets are fake tagged as b-jets;
• pp $ bb̄ + 3 jets, where one of the light jets is misidentified as a photon;
• pp $ 5 jets, where one of the light jets is misidentified as a photon, and two light jets are

fake tagged as b-jets.

With more than two light jets in the final state, the selection criteria need to be specified, in
order to avoid ambiguities. Even if some algorithm able to mimic a realistic analysis should be
implemented, we adopt a very simple one, which however should give us a sound estimate of
the cross sections. At first, we look for the pair of light jets with the largest invariant mass, and
identify the latter as the tagging jets. For the channel " + 4 jets, this is enough to guarantee
also a unique assignment for the fake b-jets. In the case of the bb̄ + 3 jets final state, once we
have specified the tagging jets, the remaining light jet is the one misidentified as the photon. An
additional specification is required for the 5 jet channel. After the tagging jet selection, we choose
the photon at random among the remaining three light jets. Then, the remaining two jets are the
fake b-tagged jets. With the above specifications of the event selection, keeping the same setup
for the energy scales and PDF’s as in the previous section, we obtain the cross sections quoted
in Table 7. The quoted cross sections should then be multiplied by the appropriate efficiencies:
!2

fake for pp $ " + 4 jets, !2
b!"j for pp $ bb̄ + 3 jets and 3!2

fake!"j for pp $ 5 jets, where
!fake is the efficiency of mistagging a light jet as a b-jet, and !"j is the rejection factor of a
jet against a photon. Adopting the same efficiencies as in Table 6, and assuming !fake = 1%
and !"j = 1/5000,5 we obtain the event numbers for signal and backgrounds shown in Table 8,
assuming mH = 120 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. As can be seen in the last
line of Table 8, by including also the reducible backgrounds, the statistical significance decreases
by about 14(12)% for p

" ,cut
T = 20(30) GeV with respect to Table 6, where only the irreducible

background has been considered. The most dangerous contribution to reducible backgrounds
comes from pp $ bb̄ + 3j .

A possible way of increasing the number of signal events is to require at least one b-tag instead
of two. In fact, with !b = 60%, the effective tagging efficiency becomes 2!b(1! !b)+ !2

b = 0.84,
instead of !2

b = 0.36. Then, considering only the irreducible background, the S/B ratio remains

4 We estimated that the process pp̄ $ cc̄"jj , where the c quarks are both mistagged as b quarks, (assuming !c = 10%)
can be safely neglected.

5 This is the value quoted in [21], see also [22].
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assuming mH = 120 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. As can be seen in the last
line of Table 8, by including also the reducible backgrounds, the statistical significance decreases
by about 14(12)% for p
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T = 20(30) GeV with respect to Table 6, where only the irreducible

background has been considered. The most dangerous contribution to reducible backgrounds
comes from pp $ bb̄ + 3j .

A possible way of increasing the number of signal events is to require at least one b-tag instead
of two. In fact, with !b = 60%, the effective tagging efficiency becomes 2!b(1! !b)+ !2

b = 0.84,
instead of !2

b = 0.36. Then, considering only the irreducible background, the S/B ratio remains

4 We estimated that the process pp̄ $ cc̄"jj , where the c quarks are both mistagged as b quarks, (assuming !c = 10%)
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(finite mbb resolution)

(b tagging eff.)

L=100 fb-1  p!,cut
T mH = 120 GeV mH = 130 GeV mH = 140 GeV

S/
!

B|H! jj 20 GeV 2.6 2.0 1.3

S/
!

B|H! jj 30 GeV 2.2 1.7 1.2

S/
!

B|H jj 3.5 2.8 1.9

cf.  S/B (gg H  γγ) ~ 1/20 
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Nevents for red. vs irred. bckgs  (mH=120 GeV)
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eff for mistagging 
light-jet as a b-jet

L=100 fb-1  

(CMS can do better than this !)

p!
T ! 20 GeV p!

T ! 30 GeV

pp " !H(" bb̄) + 2j 90 66

pp " !bb̄ + 2j 1206 925

pp " ! + 4j 23 17

pp " bb̄ + 3j 440 324

pp " 5j 14 11

S/
#

B 2.2 1.8

Table 8: Event numbers for signal, irreducible and reducible backgrounds, for the

case mH = 120 GeV, with an integrated luminosity of 100 fb!1. The e!ciencies are

described in the text. The last line shows the statistical significance including all the

background channels.

backgrounds with one heavy quark and a mistagged jet are very large and di!cult to

curb.

6 Parton-shower e!ects and central jet veto

A feature of the signal is that to leading order no colour is exchanged between the up

and down fermionic lines of Figure 1, since pp " H! jj is an electroweak mediated

process [23]. Thus the typical scale for QCD radiation is pj
T. On the contrary, the

diagrams of the background processes are characterized by the presence of t$channel

virtual gluons (cf. Figure 4). Thus the typical scale for QCD radiation is of the

order of 1 TeV (mjj +mH). On these grounds, we can expect that higher-order QCD

radiation would be much more relevant for the background than for the signal. The

fairly di"erent radiation pattern can be exploited to further enhance the S/B ratio, as

suggested in [23]. We investigated qualitatively these features by simulating higher-

order QCD radiation with the HERWIG parton shower [24] on top of the partonic

unweighted events, generated with ALPGEN with the optimized event selection of

Eqs. (2) and (3), set 1. This is not a completely consistent approach, since one is

sensitive to the partonic event selection, which has no physical meaning. A more

solid study could be done by using a consistent matching procedure between parton

shower and multi-parton matrix elements [25], which amounts to merging together

event samples originating from di"erent partonic multiplicities. We have however

verified that, restricting our analysis to a sample with cuts tighter than parton level

cuts, results are essentially unchanged, and we are therefore confident that a more

refined study would lead to not too di"erent results.

22

irred. bckg is 
dominant !

(irred)
(signal)

 (red.)
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implemented, we adopt a very simple one, which however should give us a sound estimate of
the cross sections. At first, we look for the pair of light jets with the largest invariant mass, and
identify the latter as the tagging jets. For the channel " + 4 jets, this is enough to guarantee
also a unique assignment for the fake b-jets. In the case of the bb̄ + 3 jets final state, once we
have specified the tagging jets, the remaining light jet is the one misidentified as the photon. An
additional specification is required for the 5 jet channel. After the tagging jet selection, we choose
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 no color exchanged in the signal 
between up and down fermionic lines

 on the contrary, in bckg  
   t-channel virtual gluons

 higher-order QCD radiation much more 
   relevant for bckg than for signal !
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Figure 3: Representative classes of Feynman diagrams contributing, at partonic level, to

the background process pp ! bb̄ jj. Here, q and g stand for a light quark (u, d, s, c) and

gluons respectively. The virtual gluon connecting the bb̄ pair in c) " d) or the (q, q̄) and

(g, g) pairs in e), is understood to be attached in all possible ways to the initial and final

parton. Crossed diagrams are not shown.
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Figure 1: Tree-level t-channel Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production in the process

pp ! H ! jj. Here, q and q! stand for di!erent light quarks (u, d, s, c), while q = q ! when a

Z boson is exchanged.

In this paper, we consider a further process that could help in determining the Hbb̄

coupling, that is the Higgs boson production in association with a large transverse-

momentum photon (with pT >! 20 GeV) and two forward jets

pp " H ! jj " bb̄ ! jj + X , (1)

with H decaying to bb̄, where at parton level the final QCD parton is identified with

the corresponding jet. The Feynman diagrams that are dominant for this process at

partonic level are the ones involving VBF. They are shown in Figure 1, where the

Higgs decay to bb̄ is not included. In principle, final states bb̄ ! jj can also arise from

photon radiation from one of the two b-quarks coming from the Higgs boson decay,

via the process pp " H(" bb̄ !) jj. In our study, we will not include the latter set

of diagrams, since the requirement of a large pT photon would shift in that case the

bb̄ invariant mass outside the experimental bb̄ mass resolution windows around the

Higgs mass. We will then assume that the e!ect of diagrams with photons arising

from the final b’s will vanish after applying the Higgs mass constraint in the event

analysis of the bb̄ ! jj final state.

3

The value mH = 120 GeV is considered. Jets are defined via a cone algorithm using

the routine GETJET [26], which uses a simplified version of the UA1 jet algorithm,

with parameters given by

pj
T > 20 GeV |!j| < 5 R = 0.7, (4)

where R is the jet cone radius. The b!tagged jets are defined as the ones containing

the original b quarks.

Given the presence of extra QCD radiation, the identification of light tagging jets,

among the remaining, is not uniquely defined. We explored two di!erent algorithms:

as a first choice, the tagging jets are identified by the highest and second highest

pT jets (referred to as algorithm a1); an alternative is to identify the tagging jets as

the pair of jets with the highest invariant mass (algorithm a2), compatible with the

requirement pj1
T " 60 GeV and pj2

T " 30 GeV. The results are shown in Figure 8. In

particular, the panels in the first raw show the invariant mass distribution of signal and

background (solid and dashed histogram, respectively), for tagging jet identifications

a1 and a2. While the signal is practically insensitive to the choice between the

algorithm a1 and a2, the background shows a large di!erence. With the choice a1,

a large fraction of events gives rise to a sort of peak at low invariant masses. In this

case, while a cut on the invariant mass of the tagging jets mjj " 800 GeV, applied

after the shower, would reduce the signal only by about 7%, the background would be

reduced by a factor of about two. We expect the peak at low invariant masses to be

due to the identification of tagging jets with jets originated from the shower and not

containing the original hard partons. This interpretation is confirmed by the panels

in the second row, which shows the |"!jj| distributions for signal and background

(solid and dashed histogram, respectively). On the left the eta separation between

the tagging jets, defined according to algorithm a1, is shown. While for almost all

signal events |"!jj| " 4, a consistent portion of background events displays a smaller

rapidity separation. In these events, at least one of the tagging jets originates from

higher order parton shower emission. By looking for the pair of jets satifying the

tagging requirement pj1
T " 60 GeV and pj2

T " 30 GeV, with the additional constraint

of maximum pseudorapidity separation, the correspondence between tagging jets and

parton level jets is restored, as shown in the panel on the right.

The lower panels of Figure 8 give an estimate of the jet multiplicity (left) in signal

(solid line) and background (dashed line). While in the former case the jet multiplicity

is sharply peaked at the value of four, in the latter case a much broader spectrum is

present. On the right panel the pT distribution of an additional pT ordered jet with

pT " 20 GeV and pseudorapidity between the tagging jet !’s is shown. After the cut
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Parton shower effects and 
central-jet veto  help  S/B
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 2 different algorithms for jets :

25

 identification of light tagging jets not uniquely
   defined, due to extra QCD radiation

a1-highest and second highest pT with   
    pT(j1)> 60 GeV  pT(j2)> 30 GeV  

a2-pair of jets with highest invariant  
     mass, pT(j1)> 60 GeV pT(j2)> 30 GeV

ALPGEN + HERWIG
jet cone as in  GETJET pj

T > 20 GeV |!j| < 5 R = 0.7
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distributions after parton shower
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 pT1> 60 GeV,pT2 >30 GeV

a1 a2

S

B
S

B

(j1,j2) invariant mass  distribution 

m(j1,j2)
j1=highest pT

j2=second highest pT

max[m(j1,j2)] among
all jets 
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Δη(j1,j2)
j1=highest pT

j2=second highest pT  
max[Δη(j1,j2)] among
all jets 

(j1,j2)  rapidity  difference distribution 

S S

B B

 pT1> 60 GeV,pT2 >30 GeV
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jet multiplicity

distribution 

pT distribution
of the third 
highest pT jet

COMBINING ALL :

B B

S
S

⇒  bckg drops by a factor ~ 4
(signal almost unaffected !)

⇒  factor ~ 2 gain in S/√B !
 S/√B ~ 5 (mH=120 GeV) !{
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what  if   γ -> W ?     pp -> HW jj    

could also help in constraining  bbH coupling

cross section smaller than for   pp -> H γ 2j 

“BBM” obtains S/√B ~1.8 at parton level (S/B ~ 1/25)
                                               (L=100 fb-1, mH= 120 GeV) 

29

➘
ν ℓ =e,µ

for optimized event selection  (and pT(γ) > 20 GeV)
(with photon constraints applied to charged lepton)
for mH=120 GeV,  we get :

σ (H γ jj ) ~ 4.4 x σ (HWjj)
➘ ν ℓ =e,µ

Rainwater  (2001)
Ballestrero, Bevilacqua, Maina “BBM” (2008)
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summary on pp → H (→ bb) 2j + γ
  measurement of gHbb not yet established at LHC
  pp  H jj + γ  offers

    a) trigger on γ       b)  improved  S/B

  S/√B ~ 2.5 at parton level → S/√B ~ 5  expected 
after central-jet veto , (L=100 fb-1, mH= 120 GeV)
  could provide a new independent test of Hbb 
 and HWW couplings (sensitivity to HZZ drops) !

  if problems with H → γγ,  could even have a 
crucial role in light Higgs searches !  
 pp  H jj + γ deserves complete detector effect 
simulation  . . .   (now ongoing in both ATLAS and CMS)

30
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‣ pp → H / A (→ ττ) + γ      (in the MSSM)

Gabrielli,  Maltoni,  B.M.,  M.Moretti, 
Piccinini,  Pittau, NPB 781 (2007) 64

focus on two processes :

‣ pp → H (→ bb) 2j + γ      (in the SM)

Gabrielli,  B.M.,  Rathsman, 
PRD 77 (2008)  015007

a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by

 

d&̂!"

dt̂
#ŝ; t̂$ !

$emQ2
b'

2
!

4Nc#1" 4rb$

!
F!
1 #ŝ$

#t̂"m2
b$#û"m2

b$

& F!
2 #ŝ$

"
1

#t̂"m2
b$2

& 1

#û"m2
b$2

#$
; (1)

where

 F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1" r!$2 & 2#r! " rb(!$#1" 2rb$;

F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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b
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b
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!
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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FIG. 2: Observed and expected limits at 95% CL for Higgs production cross-section times branching fraction to ! pairs.

V. INTERPRETATION OF THE RESULTS IN MSSM

Using the theoretical predictions for the MSSM Higgs production and decay to ! pairs we interpret the limits on
"(pp̄ ! # + X) " BR(# ! !!) as exclusions of parameter regions in the tan$ vs mA plane. The cross sections are
obtained from SM calculations and scaling factors "MSSM/"SM accounting for the modified Higgs couplings [18].
The cross sections for gluon fusion mediated by a b-quark loop are calculated with the HIGLU program [19]. The
corresponding values for bb̄! # + X are taken from [4]. The scaling factors and BR(#! !!) are calculated with the
FeynHiggs program [20]. They depend on mA, tan$, the SU(2) gaugino mass parameter M2, the SUSY mass scale
MSUSY , the squark mixing parameter Xt, the gluino mass mg̃, and the Higgs mixing parameter µ. We consider four
benchmarks [21]: the mmax

h and no-mixing scenarios, with µ > 0 and µ < 0. The excluded tan$ regions as a function
of mA are shown in Figure 3.

VI. CONCLUSION

The di-! decay channel is a powerful search mode for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons produced in pp̄ collisions. The
expected reach of the presented search extends down to tan$ # 45 for mA = 120$ 140 GeV/c2. The observed limits
are weaker due to excess of events in the data. The excess is not statistically significant and can not be interpreted
as evidence for new processes. Further studies and the addition of newly collected data will provide more conclusive
information.
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Search for Neutral MSSM Higgs Bosons Decaying to Tau Pairs
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We present the results of a search for inclusive production of neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in pp̄
collisions at 1.96 TeV center of mass energy. The data were collected with the CDF II detector
at the Tevatron collider at Fermilab, and correspond to an integrated luminosity of 992 pb!1.
The search is performed in the di-! Higgs decay mode. No significant excess of events above the
standard model backgrounds is observed. The measurements are used to set exclusion limits on
production cross-section times branching fraction to tau pairs for Higgs masses in the range from
90 to 250 GeV/c2.
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Higgs-boson-plus-photon production at the CERN Large Hadron Collider:
A clean probe of the b-quark parton densities
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
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experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].
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in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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is proportional to tan2 !/(1 + !b)2. Also in the gluon fusion channel, the dominant contribution in the

large tan ! regime is governed by the bottom quark loops, and therefore is also proportional to the square

of the bottom Yukawa coupling. Hence, the total production rate of bottom quarks and " pairs mediated

by the production of a CP -odd Higgs boson in the large tan ! regime is approximately given by

#(bb̄A) ! BR(A " bb̄) # #(bb̄A)SM
tan2 !

(1 + !b)
2 ! 9

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

, (4.1.35)

#(gg, bb̄ " A) ! BR(A " "+"!) # #(gg, bb̄ " A)SM
tan2 !

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

, (4.1.36)

where #(bb̄A)SM and #(gg, bb̄ " A)SM denote the values of the corresponding SM Higgs boson pro-

duction cross sections for a Higgs boson mass equal toMA.

As a consequence, the bb̄ production rate depends sensitively on !b because of the factor 1/(1 +

!b)2, while this leading dependence on !b cancels out in the "+"! production rate. There is still a

subdominant parametric dependence in the "+"! production rate on !b that may lead to variations of a

few tens of percent of the " -pair production rate (compared to variations of the rate by up to factors of a

few in the case of bottom-quark pair production).

The formulae above apply, within a good approximation, also to the non-standard CP -even Higgs

boson in the large tan ! regime. Depending onMA this can be either the h (forMA <$ 120 GeV) or the

H (for MA >$ 120 GeV). This non-standard Higgs boson becomes degenerate in mass with the CP -odd

Higgs scalar. Therefore, the production and decay rates of H (h) are governed by similar formulae as

the ones presented above, leading to an approximate enhancement of a factor 2 of the production rates

with respect to the ones that would be obtained in the case of the single production of the CP -odd Higgs

boson as given in Equations 4.1.35, (4.1.36).

We now turn to the production and decay processes of the charged Higgs boson. In the MSSM,

the masses and couplings of the charged Higgs boson in the large tan ! regime are closely related to

the ones of the CP -odd Higgs boson. The tree-level relation m2
H± = M2

A + M2
W receives sizable

corrections for large values of tan !, µ, At and Ab. These corrections depend on the ratios µ2/M2
SUSY ,

(µ2 % AbAt)2/M4
SUSY, (At + Ab)2/M2

SUSY [93, 94, 95, 96]. The coupling of the charged Higgs boson

to a top and a bottom quark at large values of tan ! is governed by the bottom Yukawa coupling and is

therefore affected by the same !b corrections that appear in the couplings of the non-standard neutral

MSSM Higgs bosons [108].

The relevant channels for charged Higgs boson searches depend on its mass. For values of

mH± smaller than the top-quark mass, searches at hadron colliders concentrate on the possible emis-

sion of the charged Higgs boson from top-quark decays. In this case, for large values of tan !, the

charged Higgs decays predominantly into a " lepton and a neutrino, i.e. one has to a good approximation

BR(H± " "$! ) & 1. The partial decay width of the top quark into a charged Higgs and a bottom quark

is proportional to the square of the bottom Yukawa coupling and therefore scales with tan2 !/(1+!b)2,

see e.g. Ref. [108].

For values of the charged Higgs mass larger thanmt, instead, the most efficient production channel

is the one of a charged Higgs associated with a top quark (mediated, for instance, by gluon-bottom

fusion) [116]. In this case, the production cross section is proportional to the square of the bottom-quark

Yukawa coupling. The branching ratio of the charged Higgs decay into a " lepton and a neutrino is,

33

the limit ofMS ! mt and tan ! ! 1 reads [105, 106, 107]

!b =
2"s

3#
mg̃ µ tan ! " I(mb̃1

,mb̃2
,mg̃) +

"t

4#
At µ tan ! " I(mt̃1 ,mt̃2 , µ) . (4.1.32)

The function I is given by

I(a, b, c) =
1

(a2 # b2)(b2 # c2)(a2 # c2)

!
a2b2 log

a2

b2
+ b2c2 log

b2

c2
+ c2a2 log

c2

a2

"
(4.1.33)

$ 1

max(a2, b2, c2)
.

The large b̃ # g̃ loops are resummed to all orders of ("s tan !)n via the inclusion of !b [105, 106,

107, 108, 109]. The leading electroweak contributions are taken into account via the second term in

Equation 4.1.32.

For large values of tan ! and the ratios of µmg̃/M2
SUSY and µAt/M2

SUSY, the !b correction can

become very important. Considering positve values of At and mg̃, the sign of the !b term is governed

by the sign of µ. Cancellations can occur if At and mg̃ have opposite signs. For µ,mg̃, At > 0 the

!b correction is positive, leading to a suppression of the bottom Yukawa coupling. On the other hand,

for negative values of !b, the bottom Yukawa coupling may be strongly enhanced and can even acquire

non-perturbative values when!b % #1.

Impact on Higgs production and decay at large tan !

Higgs-boson production and decay processes at the Tevatron and the LHC can be affected by different

kinds of large radiative corrections. For large tan ! the supersymmetric radiative corrections to the

bottom Yukawa coupling described above become particularly important [78, 77]. Their main effect on

the Higgs-boson production and decay processes can be understood from the way the leading contribution

!b enters. In the following we present simple analytic approximation formulae for the most relevant

Higgs-boson production and decay processes. They are meant for illustration only so that the impact

of the !b corrections can easily be traced. In our numerical analysis below, we use the full result from

FeynHiggs rather than the simple formulae presented in this section. No relevant modification to these

results would be obtained using CPsuperH.

We begin with a simple approximate formula that represents well the MSSM parametric variation

of the decay rate of the CP -odd Higgs boson in the large tan ! regime. One should recall, for that

purpose, that in this regime the CP -odd Higgs boson decays mainly into $ -leptons and bottom-quarks,

and that the partial decay widths are proportional to the square of the Yukawa couplings evaluated at an

energy scale of about the Higgs boson mass. Moreover, for Higgs boson masses of the order of 100 GeV,

the approximate relationsmb(MA)2 & 9GeV2, andm! (MA)2 & 3GeV2 hold. Hence, since the number

of colors is Nc = 3, for heavy supersymmetric particles, with masses far above the Higgs boson mass

scale, one has

BR(A % bb̄) & 9

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

, BR(A % $+$!) & (1 + !b)
2

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

. (4.1.34)

On the other hand, the production cross section for a CP -odd Higgs boson produced in association

with a pair of bottom quarks is proportional to the square of the bottom Yukawa coupling and therefore
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The large b̃ # g̃ loops are resummed to all orders of ("s tan !)n via the inclusion of !b [105, 106,

107, 108, 109]. The leading electroweak contributions are taken into account via the second term in

Equation 4.1.32.
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SUSY and µAt/M2

SUSY, the !b correction can

become very important. Considering positve values of At and mg̃, the sign of the !b term is governed

by the sign of µ. Cancellations can occur if At and mg̃ have opposite signs. For µ,mg̃, At > 0 the

!b correction is positive, leading to a suppression of the bottom Yukawa coupling. On the other hand,

for negative values of !b, the bottom Yukawa coupling may be strongly enhanced and can even acquire

non-perturbative values when!b % #1.

Impact on Higgs production and decay at large tan !

Higgs-boson production and decay processes at the Tevatron and the LHC can be affected by different

kinds of large radiative corrections. For large tan ! the supersymmetric radiative corrections to the

bottom Yukawa coupling described above become particularly important [78, 77]. Their main effect on

the Higgs-boson production and decay processes can be understood from the way the leading contribution

!b enters. In the following we present simple analytic approximation formulae for the most relevant

Higgs-boson production and decay processes. They are meant for illustration only so that the impact

of the !b corrections can easily be traced. In our numerical analysis below, we use the full result from

FeynHiggs rather than the simple formulae presented in this section. No relevant modification to these

results would be obtained using CPsuperH.

We begin with a simple approximate formula that represents well the MSSM parametric variation

of the decay rate of the CP -odd Higgs boson in the large tan ! regime. One should recall, for that

purpose, that in this regime the CP -odd Higgs boson decays mainly into $ -leptons and bottom-quarks,

and that the partial decay widths are proportional to the square of the Yukawa couplings evaluated at an

energy scale of about the Higgs boson mass. Moreover, for Higgs boson masses of the order of 100 GeV,

the approximate relationsmb(MA)2 & 9GeV2, andm! (MA)2 & 3GeV2 hold. Hence, since the number

of colors is Nc = 3, for heavy supersymmetric particles, with masses far above the Higgs boson mass

scale, one has

BR(A % bb̄) & 9

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

, BR(A % $+$!) & (1 + !b)
2

(1 + !b)
2 + 9

. (4.1.34)

On the other hand, the production cross section for a CP -odd Higgs boson produced in association

with a pair of bottom quarks is proportional to the square of the bottom Yukawa coupling and therefore
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Fig. 2.6.5: Neutral Higgses production cross sections (fb) at the LHC,
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ims as a function of the Higgs-boson mass. Results are based on the SM cross sections and evaluated through an effective

coupling approximation in themmax
h and no-mixing scenarios, for tan ! = 5, 40.
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the outstanding questions in modern particle physics is the dynamics of electroweak (EW) symmetry breaking
and the origin of particle masses. In the standard model (SM), EW symmetry is spontaneously broken through the
Higgs mechanism [1], by the introduction of a doublet of self-interacting complex scalar fields with non-zero vacuum
expectation values. The physical manifestation of this scenario is the existence of a massive scalar Higgs boson
hSM . Theoretical di!culties related to divergent radiative corrections to the hSM mass have natural solution in
supersymmetric (SUSY) models.

The minimal supersymmetric extension of the standard model (MSSM) is the simplest realistic SUSY theory. It
requires two Higgs doublets resulting in a Higgs sector with two charged and three neutral scalar bosons. Assuming
CP -invariance, one of the neutral bosons (A) is CP -odd, and the other two (h,H) are CP -even. Throughout this
Note we use h (H) for the lighter (heavier) CP -even neutral Higgs boson, and ! to denote any of h,H,A. At tree level,
the MSSM Higgs bosons are described by two free parameters, chosen to be the mass of A (mA), and tan" = v2/v1,
where v2, v1 are the vacuum expectation values of the neutral Higgs fields that couple to up-type and down-type
fermions, respectively. The Yukawa couplings of A to down-type fermions (such as the b quark and #) are enhanced
by a factor of tan " relative to the SM. For large tan" one of the CP -even bosons is nearly mass-degenerate with A
and has similar couplings.

There are two dominant production mechanisms of neutral MSSM Higgs bosons at hadronic colliders: gluon fu-
sion [2] and bb̄ fusion [3, 4]. The leading decay modes of A and the corresponding mass-degenerate CP -even Higgs
boson are !! bb̄ (" 90%) and !! ## (" 10%). Despite the smaller branching fractions, Higgs searches in the di-#
channel have advantages. They do not su"er from the large di-jet and multi-jet backgrounds as !! bb̄.

The LEP experiments have excluded mA ! 93 GeV/c2, and higher-mass A for small tan" [5]. Searches at hadron
colliders are complementary, providing sensitivity in the large tan" region. Searches in Run II of the Tevatron by
the CDF and DØ collaborations for ! ! bb̄ [6] and ! ! ## [7, 8] have excluded substantial regions of the MSSM
parameter space.

In this Note we present the results of a search for inclusive production of neutral MSSM Higgs bosons in pp̄ collisions
at
#

s=1.96 TeV. The search is performed in the !! ## decay channel and uses data collected with the CDF detector
in Run II of the Fermilab Tevatron. We detect the tau pairs in three final states: #e#had, #µ#had, and #e#µ, where #e,
#µ, and #had are short-hand notations for the decay modes # ! e$e$! , # ! µ$µ$! , and # ! hadrons $! , respectively.
The analyzed data sample corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 992 pb!1.

II. THE CDF DETECTOR

CDF II is a general purpose detector built to study particles produced in pp̄ collisions at
#

s=1.96 TeV. The
following is a short overview of the systems relevant to this search.

The CDF II tracking system consists of a cylindrical wire drift chamber and silicon micro-strip detectors, coaxial
with the p and p̄ beams. It is immersed in a 1.4 T uniform magnetic field produced by a superconducting solenoid.
Electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD) sampling calorimeters are located outside the tracking system and cover
pseudorapidity |%| < 3.6. They are divided into towers with projective geometry. A Shower Maximum Detector (CES)
is embedded in the EM calorimeter at a depth of six radiation lengths. CES consists of proportional chambers with
anode wires going parallel to the beam axis, and orthogonal cathode strips. CES is used to determine the position
of electromagnetic showers with spatial resolution of " 0.5 cm. Muons are identified by a system of drift chambers
located outside the calorimeter volume. The combined coverage of the central muon detectors extends to |%| < 1.1.
The luminosity is measured by gas Cherenkov counters located in the detector far forward and backward regions
(3.7 < |%| < 4.7) with 6% precision [9]. Detailed description of CDF II can be found in [10].

III. DATA SAMPLE & EVENT SELECTION

The events for the #e#had and #µ#had detection modes were selected with “lepton plus track” triggers [11]. They
require a lepton (e, µ) candidate and an isolated track with transverse momentum pT > 5 GeV/c, both pointing to
the central detector (|%| ! 1) and having azimuthal separation #& > 10". At trigger level, an electron is defined as a
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
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expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
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potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
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in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].
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leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
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Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
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b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
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particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
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The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.
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the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
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generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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measurement of cross sections for neutral Higgs boson plus photon production can provide a clean probe
of the b-quark density in the proton as well as of the b-quark Yukawa coupling. The suppression of the
production rates by the b-quark electromagnetic coupling can be compensated by the enhanced Higgs
boson Yukawa coupling to b’s in the large tan! regime. The Higgs boson decay into a tau-lepton pair is
considered, and irreducible backgrounds with corresponding signal significances are evaluated.
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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but how to disentangle  bb  from  gg  ?

a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by

 

d&̂!"

dt̂
#ŝ; t̂$ !

$emQ2
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where

 F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1" r!$2 & 2#r! " rb(!$#1" 2rb$;

F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by
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where
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F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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ask  for a high pT photon  !

a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by
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(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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partonic states, since gluon-gluon initial states are not allowed by C-parity conservation. Hence, the
measurement of cross sections for neutral Higgs boson plus photon production can provide a clean probe
of the b-quark density in the proton as well as of the b-quark Yukawa coupling. The suppression of the
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considered, and irreducible backgrounds with corresponding signal significances are evaluated.
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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The search for the Higgs boson, that is at the origin of
the electroweak symmetry breaking and fermion mass
generation, remains one of the main tasks of the Large
Hadron Collider at CERN. Although the Higgs boson is
still eluding any direct experimental test, electroweak pre-
cision tests requires, for data consistency in the standard
model (SM), a mass of the Higgs boson close to the LEP2
experimental bound of 114 GeV [1].

A light Higgs-boson mass scenario is naturally predicted
in the framework of the minimal supersymmetric extension
of the SM (MSSM), with a mass range close to the present
experimental bound. In the MSSM the Higgs boson sector
contains two complex Higgs doublets, leading to two
CP-even !h;H" and one CP-odd (A) neutral Higgs bosons,
and a pair of charged Higgs bosons. At tree level, the Higgs
sector of MSSM is fully specified by 2 parameters (e.g.,
tan!, the ratio of the up- and down-Higgs doublet vacuum
expectation values, and the mass of the pseudoscalar mA),
while higher-order radiative corrections to the effective
potential, and hence to the masses, depend on other rele-
vant SUSY parameters. Large tan! scenarios are favored
in the MSSM, since they can easily provide both a viable
dark matter candidate and large radiative corrections to the
lightest Higgs boson mass. Other indications in this direc-
tion comes from the SUSY contribution to the anomalous
magnetic moment of the muon !g# 2"" [2].

The A=H boson Yukawa couplings to b-quarks and tau
leptons are also enhanced by a large tan!. The CDF and
D0 collaborations at Tevatron have recently analyzed the
process p !p ! # ! $$$#, where # % fh;H; Ag [3,4].
Although no evidence for a Higgs boson signal has been
reported, the limits obtained for tan! and mA by the CDF
collaboration turn out to be weaker than expected, in the
mass region mA & 120–160 GeV. This could be a hint of a
MSSM scenario with mA & 160 GeV and tan! * 45 [5].

In the large tan! regime, the b-quark fusion process
becomes one of the main mechanisms for heavy Higgs
boson production at hadron colliders. While, in the SM, the
b !b ! h cross section at the LHC is at least 2 orders of
magnitude smaller that the main gluon fusion cross section,
in the MSSM the b fusion rates are comparable to the
gg ! A=H ones, even at moderate values of tan! [6]. In
particular, for mA;H * 150 GeV and tan! * 5, the bulk of
the A=H bosons produced at the LHC comes either from
gg ! A=H or from b !b ! A=H, the latter contributing
dramatically to the Higgs discovery especially at large
values of mA;H and tan!.

The b fusion process is particularly sensitive not only to
the Higgs coupling to the b quark, but also to the actual
composition of the proton in terms of the b-quark partons.
At present, the b-quark parton density is derived perturba-
tively from the gluon parton density, and there is no direct
measurement of it. In fact, the uncertainty in the gluon
content of the proton propagates to the b component pre-
diction. In the SM, one is planning to measure the b-quark
parton densities through processes containing one b-jet in
the final state, such as bg ! bZ=b% [7]. The bg ! bZ=b%
cross sections are linearly dependent on the b-quark den-
sities. A measurement of the b !b ! h production rate
would be remarkably more sensitive, but there is no hope
in the SM of separating the b !b ! h signal from the gg !
h production.

On the contrary, in the MSSM, the inclusive heavy
Higgs production is predicted to be quite sensitive to the
b !b ! h contribution, although a non-negligible contami-
nation from gg ! h could make the extraction of the
information on the b-quark densities more involved for
large portions of the MSSM parameter space.

The aim of the present work is to study the exclusive
process pp ! #% , with # % fh;H; Ag, at the LHC, where
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then

 #!" !
Z 1

xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!

q
$2=S,

!!!
S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
 

#̂!"#ŝ$ !
$emQ2

b%
2
!

2Ncŝ

"1% r2!
1( r!

log
#
1%

!!!!
"

p

1(
!!!!
"

p
$

( 2
m2

b

#pcut
T $2

!!!!
"

p
r!#1( r!$

%
; (4)

where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Total cross section (in pb) for the pro-
cess pp ! A" at the LHC, for p"

T > 30 GeV, and several values
of tan& ! 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (from lower to higher curve).
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a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by

 

d&̂!"

dt̂
#ŝ; t̂$ !

$emQ2
b'

2
!

4Nc#1" 4rb$

!
F!
1 #ŝ$

#t̂"m2
b$#û"m2

b$

& F!
2 #ŝ$

"
1

#t̂"m2
b$2

& 1

#û"m2
b$2

#$
; (1)

where

 F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1" r!$2 & 2#r! " rb(!$#1" 2rb$;

F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.

b

b
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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σ suppressed 
by αem and 
Qb2 =1/9,   
but still quite 
large at large
tanβ !

LHC
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   we consider :
                
                        for large tanβ, almost insensitive to mH

- irreducible BCKGs have EW origin (manageable !)

- tau-tau signature extensively studied in SM and MSSM 
   (can help in Higgs discovery)

Note: the complete tau-tau invariant mass can be fully reconstructed, 
provided the two taus are neither back-to-back nor collinear in lab frame 
(due to undetected neutrinos)

   a large-pT photon naturally satisfies the above condition !
37

In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then

 #!" !
Z 1

xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!

q
$2=S,

!!!
S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
 

#̂!"#ŝ$ !
$emQ2

b%
2
!

2Ncŝ

"1% r2!
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log
#
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!!!!
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1(
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$
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b
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!!!!
"

p
r!#1( r!$

%
; (4)

where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Total cross section (in pb) for the pro-
cess pp ! A" at the LHC, for p"

T > 30 GeV, and several values
of tan& ! 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (from lower to higher curve).
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a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by

 

d&̂!"

dt̂
#ŝ; t̂$ !

$emQ2
b'

2
!

4Nc#1" 4rb$

!
F!
1 #ŝ$

#t̂"m2
b$#û"m2
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2 #ŝ$
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b$2

& 1

#û"m2
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where

 F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1" r!$2 & 2#r! " rb(!$#1" 2rb$;

F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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 Large SUSY radiative corrections on
   b-Yukawa factorizes, residual
dependence is small

in MSSM, mA ~ mH (at large tanβ )
• gives a factor 2 of enhancement in the
x-section

assumed tau-pair efficiency = 0.2
• comes from
•                      ID efficiency = 90%
•                      ID efficiency = 25%
• double hadronic decays contribute with
• 0.016 to 0.2
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impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;

(iv) !R!"" > 0:7, !R"" > 0:7, !$"" < 2:9, where

!Rij !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!#ij$2 % #!$ij$2

q
, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
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Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
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ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
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100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >
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T , is then
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where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;

(iv) !R!"" > 0:7, !R"" > 0:7, !$"" < 2:9, where

!Rij !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!#ij$2 % #!$ij$2

q
, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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FIG. 3 (color online). Differential cross sections d&=dm"" at the LHC for the process b "b ! ""!, at tan% ! 50 and mA ! 150 GeV
(left), 500 GeV (right), after sequential application of the cuts indicated (with !R ) !Rij). Cuts on pseudorapidities and transverse
momenta are detailed in the text.

TABLE I. Signal cross section &S for the b-fusion contribution
to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
versus mA (in GeV) and

tan% (n#S$ and n#B$ stand for the number of events for signal and
irreducible background, respectively). An integrated luminosity
of L ! 100 fb(1 and a tau-pair reconstruction efficiency '"" ’
0:2 are assumed in the S evaluation. Kinematical cuts are defined
in the text.
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mA &S (fb) S &S (fb) S &S (fb) S &S (fb) S

150 5.58 7.3 12.5 13 22.1 19 34.5 24
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impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;
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, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=
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n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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FIG. 3 (color online). Differential cross sections d&=dm"" at the LHC for the process b "b ! ""!, at tan% ! 50 and mA ! 150 GeV
(left), 500 GeV (right), after sequential application of the cuts indicated (with !R ) !Rij). Cuts on pseudorapidities and transverse
momenta are detailed in the text.

TABLE I. Signal cross section &S for the b-fusion contribution
to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=
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n#S$ % n#B$

p
versus mA (in GeV) and

tan% (n#S$ and n#B$ stand for the number of events for signal and
irreducible background, respectively). An integrated luminosity
of L ! 100 fb(1 and a tau-pair reconstruction efficiency '"" ’
0:2 are assumed in the S evaluation. Kinematical cuts are defined
in the text.
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150 5.58 7.3 12.5 13 22.1 19 34.5 24
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300 0.727 2.4 1.67 4.5 3.08 6.7 5.03 9.1
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impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;

(iv) !R!"" > 0:7, !R"" > 0:7, !$"" < 2:9, where
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#!#ij$2 % #!$ij$2
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, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=
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n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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momenta are detailed in the text.
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to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=
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versus mA (in GeV) and

tan% (n#S$ and n#B$ stand for the number of events for signal and
irreducible background, respectively). An integrated luminosity
of L ! 100 fb(1 and a tau-pair reconstruction efficiency '"" ’
0:2 are assumed in the S evaluation. Kinematical cuts are defined
in the text.
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T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;
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stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
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the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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(left), 500 GeV (right), after sequential application of the cuts indicated (with !R ) !Rij). Cuts on pseudorapidities and transverse
momenta are detailed in the text.

TABLE I. Signal cross section &S for the b-fusion contribution
to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
versus mA (in GeV) and

tan% (n#S$ and n#B$ stand for the number of events for signal and
irreducible background, respectively). An integrated luminosity
of L ! 100 fb(1 and a tau-pair reconstruction efficiency '"" ’
0:2 are assumed in the S evaluation. Kinematical cuts are defined
in the text.

tan% 20 30 40 50
mA &S (fb) S &S (fb) S &S (fb) S &S (fb) S

150 5.58 7.3 12.5 13 22.1 19 34.5 24
200 3.00 5.3 6.81 9.5 12.3 14 19.9 18
300 0.727 2.4 1.67 4.5 3.08 6.7 5.03 9.1
500 0.0981 0.72 0.238 1.5 0.456 2.4 0.768 3.4
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then

 #!" !
Z 1

xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!

q
$2=S,

!!!
S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
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%
; (4)

where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Total cross section (in pb) for the pro-
cess pp ! A" at the LHC, for p"
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of tan& ! 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (from lower to higher curve).
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then
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xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!
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$2=S,
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S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
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where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then

 #!" !
Z 1

xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!

q
$2=S,

!!!
S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
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where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then
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Z 1

xc1

dx1
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xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %
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$2=S,
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p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
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where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
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b$2 and m2
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b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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main irred. bckgs : (σA + σH ≈ 2 σA)

tanβ=50

impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;

(iv) !R!"" > 0:7, !R"" > 0:7, !$"" < 2:9, where

!Rij !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!#ij$2 % #!$ij$2

q
, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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FIG. 3 (color online). Differential cross sections d&=dm"" at the LHC for the process b "b ! ""!, at tan% ! 50 and mA ! 150 GeV
(left), 500 GeV (right), after sequential application of the cuts indicated (with !R ) !Rij). Cuts on pseudorapidities and transverse
momenta are detailed in the text.

TABLE I. Signal cross section &S for the b-fusion contribution
to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
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muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=
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n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
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particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
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momenta are detailed in the text.
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momenta are detailed in the text.
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100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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TABLE I. Signal cross section &S for the b-fusion contribution
to the process pp ! "%"(! at the LHC, and corresponding
significance S ! n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
versus mA (in GeV) and

tan% (n#S$ and n#B$ stand for the number of events for signal and
irreducible background, respectively). An integrated luminosity
of L ! 100 fb(1 and a tau-pair reconstruction efficiency '"" ’
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150 5.58 7.3 12.5 13 22.1 19 34.5 24
200 3.00 5.3 6.81 9.5 12.3 14 19.9 18
300 0.727 2.4 1.67 4.5 3.08 6.7 5.03 9.1
500 0.0981 0.72 0.238 1.5 0.456 2.4 0.768 3.4
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impose the following kinematical cuts:
(i) p!

T > 30, 30, 40, 50 GeV, for mA ! 150, 200, 300,
500 GeV, respectively;

(ii) 0:9mA <m"" < 1:1mA on the "" invariant mass;
(iii) p""

T > 20 GeV, j#!j< 2:5, j#"" j< 2:5, where
j#ij is the i-particle pseudorapidity;

(iv) !R!"" > 0:7, !R"" > 0:7, !$"" < 2:9, where

!Rij !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#!#ij$2 % #!$ij$2

q
, and !#ij and !$ij

stand for the difference in pseudorapidity and azi-
muthal angle of the particle i and j, respectively.

The !Rij cuts guarantee the needed spatial isolation to
identify particles experimentally. On the other hand, both
the !R!"" > 0:7 and the !$"" < 2:9 cuts suppress the
kinematical configurations where the photon is almost
collinear to one of the ". The latter are typical of photons
emitted off taus, like in gg, b "b ! $ ! "&" ! ""!, that
we want to deplete. Adding the cut !$"" < 2:9 after
imposing !R!"" > 0:7 has a modest impact at mA '
150 GeV, but is quite effective at larger masses (see
Fig. 3). Imposing the "" acollinearity condition !$"" <
2:9 also guarantees the reconstruction of the complete
invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].

Figure 3 shows, for the b-fusion process b "b ! ""!
mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
3.44, 1.12, 0.270 fb, for mA ! 150, 200, 300, 500 GeV,
respectively. Values for the significance S !
n#S$=

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
n#S$ % n#B$

p
* 5 (where n#S$ and n#B$ stand for

the number of events for signal and irreducible back-
ground, respectively) are obtained for mA & 300 GeV
and tan% * 30, with an integrated luminosity of L !
100 fb(1, and the tau-pair detection efficiency '"" ’ 0:2.

In order to get a feeling of the sensitivity of the signal
rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
parton density, we computed the signal rates for several
PDF sets among the ones present in LHAPDF [21], and
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invariant mass for the "" system despite the presence of
invisible neutrinos in the " decay products [20].
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mediated by A and H, the effect of the cuts on !R"!,
!R"", and !$"" in dramatically reducing (especially at
large mA;H) the contribution of ! emission off taus, that
shifts m"" from the mA;H resonance. After applying all cuts,
one gets a substantial purity of the b "b ! $! signal. In
particular, the ! radiation off b’s gives 83% (66%) of the
observed rate, for mA ! 150 (500) GeV, at tan% ! 50.

The b-fusion cross sections &S (mediated by both A and
H bosons), contributing to the pp ! ""! rate after the
above cuts, are reported in Table I. For the same choice of
cuts, the Z&=!& background cross sections are &B ! 6:10,
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rates to the present estimate of the error in the b-quark
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in the text.
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for               and

In order to obtain the inclusive cross sections for the
process pp ! !", we impose a minimal cut pcut

T *
30 GeV on the " transverse momentum. The latter also
regularizes soft and collinear singularities arising in the
mb ! 0 limit.

The pp cross section #!", after integrating over p"
T >

pcut
T , is then

 #!" !
Z 1

xc1

dx1
Z 1

xc1=x1
dx2"fb#x1$f !b#x2$ % c:c:&#̂!"#ŝ$;

(3)

where ŝ ! x1x2S, xc1 ' #pcut
T %

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
#pcut

T $2 %m2
!

q
$2=S,

!!!
S

p
is

the pp center-of-mass energy, and fb#x$ is the b-quark
parton density in the proton. In Eq. (3), the inclusive
partonic cross section #̂!"#ŝ$ can be obtained by integrat-
ing Eq. (1)
 

#̂!"#ŝ$ !
$emQ2

b%
2
!

2Ncŝ

"1% r2!
1( r!

log
#
1%

!!!!
"

p

1(
!!!!
"

p
$

( 2
m2

b

#pcut
T $2

!!!!
"

p
r!#1( r!$

%
; (4)

where " ! 1( 4#pcut
T $2="ŝ#1( r!$2&: In Eq. (4), we re-

tained the leading contributions in mb, that are of order
O"m2

b=#pcut
T $2&. They arise by integrating the terms

m2
b=#t(m2

b$2 and m2
b=#u(m2

b$2 in the differential cross
section in Eq. (1), and have an impact of the order of a few
per mil for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. Note that, in the inclusive cross
section, m2

b=#t(m2
b$2 and m2

b=#u(m2
b$2 terms give also

finite contributions that survive the mb ! 0 limit after
integration. This mass discontinuity is due to a chirality-
flip mechanism induced by collinear photons [15].

The inclusive cross section for pp ! A" versus mA and
tan& is shown in Fig. 2, for pcut

T ’ 30 GeV. We use the
parton density set CTEQ6L1 [16], with the factorization
scale 'F ’ mA=2. Cross sections of a few hundreds fb’s are
obtained for a relatively light mA and large tan& values.
Assuming pcut

T ! 30, 40, 50, 60 GeV, for mA !
150#500$ GeV and tan& ! 40, one gets # ! 194, 116,
73.6, 49.0 (6.12, 4.36, 3.26, 2.50) fb, respectively. Similar
results hold for the heavy scalar Higgs boson process
pp ! H", for mH ’ mA and same tan&.

Note that the corresponding p !p ! A" cross section at
Tevatron turns out to be 2.5 fb, for pcut

T * 20 GeV, if mA !
150 GeV and tan& ’ 50.

We now present the results of a first analysis of the ((
signature corresponding to the process pp ! !" !
(%((" in the MSSM at the LHC. It aims to separate the
b !b ! !" signal from the main irreducible background
corresponding to the ( pair production via an off-shell
Z=" associated to a high pT photon. The spurious signal
coming from the channels gg, b !b ! ! ! ()( ! ((",
mediated by an off-shell ( that radiates a photon, has
also to be kept under control, since only the resonant ! !

(( production associated to a high pT photon can disen-
tangle the initial b !b partonic state.

A much more detailed presentation than can be fit into
this paper will be given in [17].

The pp ! ((" cross sections for signal and SM back-
grounds have been calculated by using the full tree-level
matrix element through CompHep [18], and also cross
checked via our analytical results. Apart from the ( pair
production via an off-shell Z=" associated to a high pT
photon, a further irreducible SM backgrounds is given by
the channel pp ! W%W(", when W* ! (*). We
checked that the latter contribution to the ((" signature
is negligible, even including the other leptonic W decays
that can fake taus decays. Indeed, we find ##pp !
W%W("$ + Br#W ! l)l$2 ’ 14 fb, for p"

T * 30 GeV,
which will be further reduced by cuts on the (( invariant
mass, etc.

Because of the mass and coupling degeneracy discussed
above, the signal corresponding to b !b ! A" ! ((" and
b !b ! H" ! ((" will be added coherently, increasing the
total production rate by a factor two.

In counting the expected number of events for a given
integrated luminosity, we assume quite conservatively a
detection efficiency for the tau pair of *(( ’ 0:2. This takes
into account both the leptonic ( ! ‘)()‘ (35%) and the
one-prong hadronic ( ! h) (50%) signatures for each of
the two taus, assuming ID efficiency ,90% and ,25%,
respectively, (giving a detection efficiency *( ’ 0:44 on a
single tau) [19]. Note that the doubly hadronic decays
contributes only by about 0.016 to *(( ’ 0:2 in this case.

In order to optimize the suppression of any ((" final
state not coming from the resonant b !b ! !" ! ((", we
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FIG. 2 (color online). Total cross section (in pb) for the pro-
cess pp ! A" at the LHC, for p"

T > 30 GeV, and several values
of tan& ! 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 (from lower to higher curve).
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  cross section varies by 20% within LHAPDF;
actual uncertainty on b(x) could well be larger 
than that (see e.g. Thorne, arXiv:0711.2986)

  Hbb coupling (tanβ)  can be determined via 
complementary processes  (            ) ;
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  needs inclusion of QCD corrections 
        (Carloni Calame, Gabrielli, BM, Piccinini, in progress)

  needs full exp simulation to assess its actual  
potential  

comments on pp → H / A (→ ττ) + γ

41

a high pT photon is required in the final state. The advan-
tage to be gained from the photon is that at leading order
the exclusive !" final state selects the b !b initial state
through the channel b !b ! !" shown in Fig. 1. Indeed,
the gg ! !" transition is forbidden at any order in per-
turbation theory by C-parity conservation. One can easily
check, at one loop, that the box amplitude for gg ! !"
exactly vanishes, even for off-shell external states. Hence,
possible next-to-leading corrections coming from extra
soft gluons emitted from the initial gluons vanish, too,
while gluon emission from the box vanishes in the soft
limit due to gauge invariance. Hence, the vanishing of the
exclusive !" production from gluon fusion is stable under
radiative corrections. Note that the process gg ! !Z does
not share the same property [8]. Note also that when study-
ing the A=H ! ## signal with an additional b-tagging,
there is in principle a large contamination arising from
the gb initial state. In addition, in this case, tagging a
b-jet gives rise to double counting in the Monte Carlo
simulation of events [9].

Of course, the presence of an additional photon in b !b !
!" suppresses the corresponding Higgs production rates,
due to both the electromagnetic coupling $em and the
b-quark electric charge Qb ! "1=3. Nevertheless, we
will see that the large- tan% enhancement in the A=H
production can partly compensate this suppression, and
leads to measurable rates.

In large- tan% scenarios, the most promising signature
for the process pp ! !" is the one arising from the
decays A=H ! ##. Indeed, one has a branching ratio
BR#A=H ! ##$ ’ 10%, and, on the other hand, the irre-
ducible background for the ##" final state has a purely
electroweak origin, and will be shown to be well under
control.

The ## signature in Higgs boson production at the LHC
has been extensively studied both in the SM Higgs boson
production via vector boson fusion and in the inclusive
MSSM A and H boson production [10]. It turns out to be in
general extremely promising, providing a discovery chan-
nel in the SM case for quite light Higgs-boson masses [11].
Also, a few percent accuracy on the measurement of the
A=H masses in the MSSM is expected on the basis of the
## invariant mass reconstruction [12].

Although the corresponding Higgs boson BR in ## is in
general 1 order of magnitude smaller than that of the

dominant decay mode into b !b, the possibility of tagging
# leptons allows a drastic reduction of the background. On
the other hand, despite the fact that undetected neutrinos
are present among the decay products of the #’s, one can
reconstruct the complete ## invariant mass, whenever the
two # lepton are neither back-to-back nor collinear in the
laboratory frame [13]. Requiring a large pT photon in
the final state of the process pp ! !" naturally produces
the required kinematical ## configuration.

Note that the A and H bosons masses, as well as their
couplings to fermions and decay widths, tend to be degen-
erate at large tan% and large mA. As a consequence, the
experimental separation of the two signals arising from A
and H will be challenging. In the following analysis, we
will then combine the statistical samples corresponding to
the A and H resonances.

The analytical expression for the tree-level differential
cross section &! % &#b !b ! !"$, for ! ! fh;H; Ag, is
given by

 

d&̂!"

dt̂
#ŝ; t̂$ !

$emQ2
b'

2
!

4Nc#1" 4rb$

!
F!
1 #ŝ$

#t̂"m2
b$#û"m2

b$

& F!
2 #ŝ$

"
1

#t̂"m2
b$2

& 1

#û"m2
b$2

#$
; (1)

where

 F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1" r!$2 & 2#r! " rb(!$#1" 2rb$;

F!
2 #ŝ$ ! "2rb#r! " rb(!$;

(2)

Nc is the color number, ri ! m2
i =ŝ (i ! !, b), (h;H ! 4,

and (A ! 0. The Yukawa couplings '! are given by 'h !
'SM#" sin$= cos%$, 'H ! 'SM#cos$= cos%$, and 'A !
'SM tan%, being 'SM ! mb=v, with v the electroweak
vacuum expectation value. The Mandelstam variables are
defined as t̂ ! #pb " p"$2, û ! #p !b " p"$2, ŝ !
#pb & p !b$2. Finally, since (at tree level) sin2$ !
" sin2%#m2

H &m2
h$=#m2

H "m2
h$, at large tan% the cross

sections for the H and A boson production are much larger
than the h boson cross section.

In the mb ! 0 limit, in Eq. (1) one has F!
1 #ŝ$ ! #1&

r2!$, F!
2 #ŝ$ ! 0, and the scalar and pseudoscalar boson

cross sections have the same expression in terms of
Yukawa couplings and masses, due to the chiral symmetry
restoration.

We also take into account the leading-order QCD cor-
rections to the Yukawa couplings, by using the running
b-quark mass mb#)$, in the Yukawa coupling, evaluated at
a scale )'m!. For mpole

b ! 4:6 GeV, one has mb#)$ ’
2:81 and 2.56 GeV, for ) ’ 150 and 500 GeV, respectively.
These results have been obtained using the HDECAY pro-
gram [14], also used to calculate the masses and widths of
the Higgs bosons.

b

b
_

b

b

b
_

b

!

A / H

A / H

!

FIG. 1 (color online). Feynman diagrams for the process b !b !
A=H".
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Abstract. The achievable precision of the cross section times branching ratio measurement from the event
rates is estimated for the MSSM H/A " !! decay in the associated production process gg " bb̄H/A at
large tan" in CMS. This work demonstrates that the above production and decay process exhibit a large
sensitivity to tan" and thus add as a significant observable to a global fit of the SUSY parameters. To
illustrate this potential an example is given concerning the achievable tan " determination accuracy that
could be reached from the event rates and for a given set of SUSY parameters and uncertainties.

1 Introduction

The Higgs mechanism is a cornerstone of the Standard
Model (SM) and its supersymmetric extensions. There-
fore, the search for Higgs bosons is one of the top prior-
ities at future high-energy experiments. Since the Min-
imal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model
(MSSM) requires the introduction of two Higgs doublets
in order to preserve supersymmetry, there are five elemen-
tary Higgs particles, two CP-even (h,H), one CP-odd (A)
and two charged ones (H±). At lowest order all couplings
and masses of the MSSM Higgs sector are determined by
two independent input parameters, which are generally
chosen as tan! = v2/v1, the ratio of the vacuum expec-
tation values of the two Higgs doublets, and the pseu-
doscalar Higgs boson mass mA. At leading order (LO) the
light scalar Higgs boson mass mh has to be smaller than
the Z boson mass mZ. Nevertheless the upper bound is
significantly enhanced by radiative corrections, the lead-
ing part of which grows with the fourth power of the top
mass mt and logarithmically with the stop masses. There-
fore, the upper bound on mh is increased to mh

<! 135
GeV/c2 when one-loop and dominant two-loop correc-
tions are included [1]. The negative direct searches for the
Higgsstrahlung processes e+e! " Zh/ZH and the associ-
ated production e+e! " Ah/AH yield lower bounds of
mh,H > 91.0 GeV/c2 and mA > 91.9 GeV/c2. The range
0.5 <tan! < 2.4 in the MSSM is excluded for mt = 174.3

a On leave from ITEP, Moscow, Russia

GeV/c2 by the Higgs searches at the LEP2 experiments
[2].

Thus, one of the most important parameters to be de-
termined in the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
as well as in a general type-II Two-Higgs Doublet Model
(2HDM) is tan!. In the MSSM tan! plays a crucial role,
since it characterizes the relative fraction of the two Higgs
boson doublets contributing to the electroweak symme-
try breaking. Consequently, it enters in all sectors of the
theory. For small tan!, it may be possible to determine
the value of tan! within the sfermion or neutralino sec-
tor [3,4]. For large tan! this method has not been found
to be e!ective. In this regime, however, there are good
prospects to measure the value of tan! by exploiting the
Higgs sector [5].

At large tan! neutral and charged Higgs boson pro-
duction is dominated by the bremsstrahlung processes
gg " bb̄H/A and gb " tH±. The dominant parts of the
production cross sections are proportional to tan2!. For
the heavy scalar MSSM Higgs boson H this behavior is
valid within 1% for tan! >! 10, if the pseudoscalar mass
mA is larger than about 200 GeV/c2, while for mA > 300
GeV/c2 it is already satisfied for tan! >! 5. Due to this
feature the uncertainty on the tan! measurement is only
half of the uncertainty on the rate measurement. In the
MSSM the supersymmetric loop corrections introduce an
additional tan! dependence to the cross section [6], but
they can be absorbed in an e!ective parameter tan!e! ,
since the dominant terms which are enhanced by tan!
correspond to emission and re-absorption of virtual heavy


